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The last two decades have seen many new continuum models for

electromagnetic materials which were constructed by merely adding

terms to the classical balance laws and constitutive equations. Non-

local theories, such as the one developed by A. C. Eringen., however,

depart from the traditional approaches by accounting for the effects of

distant atomic, molecular and granular interactions.

Although some attention has been given to nonlocal electromag-

netic solids no work has been done on nonlocal electromagnetic fluids.

The natural occurrence of electromagnetic fluids (atmospheric and

oceanic circulations, the earth's core as well as its mantle) and their

applications to certain mundane problems such as energy conversion,

biofluids, medicine, nuclear and electrical engineering make electro-

magnetic fluids an important field of study. Moreover, in many

laboratory devices the electromagnetic fluids are preferred over
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electromagnetic solids since they readily deform and flow as compared

to the latter.

In the present thesis, based on Eringents approach, we develop

a nonlocal theory of fluids with electromagnetic constitution, capable

of exhibiting electromagnetic interactions. Though the approach is

nonrelativistic in nature it is in agreement with relativistic Lorentz

theories up to terms of 0(v21c2), where v is the speed of the

material; c is the speed of light in vacuum. A generalized Clausius-

Duhem thermodynamic inequality which encompasses nonlocal effects

is derived and is applied to obtain specific forms of the constitutive

equations, including the total electromagnetic momentum, stress, and

energy without any a priori assumption as to their nature or form.

Both local and nonlocal electromagnetic variables, including their time

rates are incorporated into the constitutive theory. Full thermody-

namic restrictions and admissibility of the constitutive equations is

investigated. In order to facilitate practical applications a completely

linear constitutive theory is also derived, again including thermo-

dynamic restrictions as well as the full field equations with appropri-

ate boundary conditions.

Surface effects, such as surface waves and surface tension,

which occur on free surfaces and between stratified layers are of

great importance in many applied fields. Consequently, the linear

theory developed above is used to analyze the problem of surface



waves in a dielectric fluid medium.

A theory of nonlocal polar electromagnetic fluids is also

developed. Such a theory takes into account internal orientational

effects with electromagnetic interactions in a material with internal

substructures, e. g. liquid crystals and animal blood.
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NONLOCAL ELECTROMAGNETIC THECRY OF FLUIDS
WITH APPLICATIONS TO SURFACE WAVES

IN A DIELECTRIC FLUID

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Limitations of Classical Continuum Mechanics

There are three basic assumptions underlying the foundations of

classical continuum mechanics. It is assumed that the nature and

response of the body is such that (1) there exists a continuous mass

density function at every material point, (2) the balance laws are

valid for every part of the body, and (3) the state of the body at any

material point is influenced only by an infinitesimal neighborhood sur-

rounding the point. Although classical continuum mechanics has

enjoyed great success in the past the three basic assumptions afore-

mentioned have been recently challenged due to the advent of more

sophisticated experiments and measuring devices. Several instances

arise where the foundations underlying continuum physics are violated.

The assumption of the existence of a continuous mass density

function has experimentally been shown to be false in general.

Specifically, one defines a mass density function p(X, t) for each

fixed material point X and time t by

p= iim Lm

L,VO ° v
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where m is the mass of the microvolume element V. Experi-

ments have shown that as LV becomes small comparable to some

characteristic material dimension, say some critical rnicrovolume

AVc,
then p begins to fluctuate. That is by taking a sequence of

microvolumes {AV.} such that V. 0 as i 00, having mass

{Am.}, the limit AV. /Am. does not exist. Since all bodies con-
]. 1

sist of subbodies or packets consisting of atoms, molecules or grains

having some characteristic size (or distance), the nonexistence of a

continuous mass density function at the 'sub' macroscopic level casts

severe restrictions on what type of physical phenomena can accu-

rately be described by classical continuum mechanics. Indeed, the

response of a body to external forces depends to a great extent on the

ratio of, the characteristic length X associated with the body force

to the internal characteristic length i of the body. When X./i >> 1

classical continuum physics gives 'good' predictions whereas when

- 1 the classical theory fails to successfully predict the response

of the body to the external load. A good example is the inability of

classical elasticity to predict a dispersive character of waves with

short-wavelengths, a phenomena well borne out by experimentation

and lattice dynamics.

The remaining two assumptions cast restrictions on what affects

the state and motion of the body at any material point. Assuming the

balance laws to be valid for every part of the body eliminates any
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long-range effects of forces on the body. The assumption that any

material point is influenced solely by an immediate infinitesimal

neighborhood ignores the effects of any long-range interatomic inter-

actions. Thus the state and motion of the body at any material point

depend solely on local effects. What is taking place at the rest of the

body is assumed to have no effect at the point in question.

Materials whose behavior is nonlocal in nature, that is, which

do not adhere to the above assumptions have been known for some

eighty years. Many experiments have pointed out the fact that the

state of the body at a particular material point does depend heavily on

the influence of all other material points, that is, nonlocal type

effects. Duhem [16], in 1893 was probably the first to notice such non-

local effects in his study of force and stress at a point and their

influence on the state of the entire body. Lord Rayleigh [62] in 1918

also dealt with nonlocal effects as did Oseen [58] in 1933 in his funda-

mental work on liquid crystals.

Continuum physics has taken four separate avenues to account

for nonlocal effects. The first involves assigning to each material

point some geometric properties which endow particles with more than

three degrees of freedom. Such theories include the director theories

of Ericksen [20], Toupin [68], and Mindlin [53], the multipolar theory

of Green and Rivlin [41, 42], and the micropolar theory of Eringen

[21]. The second approach consists of including higher gradients of
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displacement and velocity in the basic postulates, while the third

method of attack deals with theories referred to as diffusion theories

(see Edelen [17] for references). The last approach considered con-

sists of the category of theories we are concerned with, namely those

theories which admit the possibility of nonlocal interactions. The last

class of theories has important differences relative to the other three

in that no "generalized forces" or additional balance laws are intro-

duced.

2. Nonlocal Theory

Although nonlocal has a specific meaning to each person we will

attempt to give a definition of what is meant by nonlocal continuum

physics (cf. Edelen [17]). In classical (local) continuum theories the

governing field equations consist solely of differential equations in the

appropriate field variables. On the other hand nonlocal theories are

characterized by the fact that one or more of the field equations con-

sist of integrodifferential equations. That is, integrals of the state

variables as functions of space and time would appear in the basic

equations describing the state and motion of the body. Although dif-

ferential equations can be transformed into equivalent integrodiffer-

ential equations we are not alluding to this type of equivalence between

local and nonlocal theories. Indeed, there exist integrodifferential



equations which have no equivalent finite order differential equations

[17].

Such types of nonlocal equations occur in many fields of study.

For example, Boltzmann's integrodifferential equations of gas

dynamics or Nagumo Is equation in the modeling of neurophysiological

systems, Nagumo et al [55],

aeze e(1-e)(e-a) - bSedtat - atz

which describes electrical wave phenomena in the cortex and the

propagation of nerve impulses, are examples of equations accounting

for nonlocal effects. Other areas where nonlocal effects occur

include: electromagnetic wave propagation through a bounded medium,

electromagnetic and acoustic wave propagation through bounded homo-

geneous random media, interstellar dynamics, particle physics,

radiative transfer, colloidal suspensions and polymers.

Early contributors to nonlocal theories include Green and

Rivlin [43], KrOner [50], and KrOner and Datta [51]. Many of these

early attempts lacked a systematic approach as well as thermody-

namic considerations and hence were to a large extent heuristic in

nature. Edelen et al. [18] did, however, develop some thermodynamic

aspects while Eringen and Edelen [39] presented a more complete

nonlinear nonlocal theory of elasticity based on the balance laws, and

5
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the thermodynamical theory through nonlocal variational principles.

The foundations of nonlocal polar theory, a combination of the micro-

morphic and nonlocal theories were established by Eringen [22].

From this work Eringen developed theories on nonlocal fluid mechanics

[23], microfluid mechanics [24], microelastic solids [25], memory-

dependent nonlocal elastic solids [26], nonlocal thermoelasticity [27],

and nonlocal electromagnetic solids [28].

To explicitly demonstrate the crucial differences between

nonlocal and local continuum theories we must investigate carefully

the process of passage from the global balance laws to the localized

laws.

We shall assume that the body B in question has a volume V

bounded by a surface as enclosing any proper, connected subset P

of B with a nonzero volume measure. If we make statements con-

cerning the entire body B we say such statements are global.

Accordingly, any statement concerning an arbitrary part P of the

body will be termed local. If B is simply replaced by P in any

global statement with the consequence of invalidating the latter then

the global statement is said to be nonlocal.

In general the global balance laws for a body B are of the

form



This yields the localized balance law

D
clx1TDt

C
da: + yd-r

aB

where S #1.-r represents some property of the
B

linear momentum, etc.;

aB, and ydT

is assumed that 4 and o- are defined by the

Cr da, the flux of
aB

is its volume distribution in

JB(1)dT =BdT,
o-

aB-
D C

body, e.g. , mass,

the property across

B. Furthermore it

relations

In classical continuum mechanics (2. 1) is assumed to be valid for

every part of the body with the same functions .4:), o-,

namely

D C
clxiT da +s ydT

Dt JP ap

or, on using (2. 2) we may write

(1,(IT =5d +$ ydT

and y,

(2. 3)

(2. 4)

= E+ y (2. 5)

a = (2. 2)



since (2. 4) must be valid for all parts of the body.

The nonlocal theory does not postulate (2. 1) to be valid for all

arbitrary parts of the body. Using (2. 2) we may write (2. 1) as

SB WE--y)dT = 0. (2. 6)

Hence, the only conclusion we can draw is that the integrand in (2. 6)

must be a function having zero mean on the entire body B. We denote

the class of integrable functions with zero mean on B by riTZ(B),

that is, R E Trt(B) iff

RdT = 0. (2.7)

For each R E 171.(3) (2.6) is satisfied if we take

(2.8)

at each point of B. Thus for each R E °Yrj(B) the integration of

(2.8) over any arbitrary part P of B yields a local statement

.I.=E+N+R

EdT ycIT RdT (2.9)

Assuming (2. 2) to be valid for P yields the local balance law

8



(1)dT
da +S .ydT +5 RdT (2.10)

aP P P

Thus for each global balance law (2.1) an entire equivalence class of

local balance laws (2.10) is generated. Here we take the equivalence

relation: two local statements are equivalent if they imply satisfac-

tion of the same global statement. Equivalently, each global law

(2.1) is a nonlocal statement resulting in an equivalence class of local

statements (2.10) for all R E 'MB). Only when R 0 does the

global statement (2.1) hold for every part of the body, that is, yielding

the classical continuum theory.

The localization of (2.9) yields (2.8) which clearly differs from

the classical localization law (2.5) by the additional factor R. For

this reason such quantities as R are called localization residuals.

We can interpret these localization residuals as the rate of production

of cl) at a given material point X due to all the rest of B. This

can be seen from the following. From (2.7) we have

RdT - RdT (2.11)
B-P

and hence (2.10) can be written as

D dT= .da+f NdT - RdT (2.12)
Dt ap B-P

9
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from which the above interpretation readily follows. Hence we see

that nonlocal theories take into account the effects of distant atomic,

molecular, and granular interactions through the introduction of the

localization residuals. Nonlocal theories thus appear to extend the

validity of the classical continuum theory towards the realm of micro-

scopic phenomena.

Since nonlocal continuum physics is still in its early stages of

development it is difficult to assess its true worth at present.

Although the number of physical examples to which the nonlocal theory

has been applied is small, it has enjoyed great success. Results that

lattice dynamics or quantum theories could predict but classical

continuum mechanics fails to predict have been borne out by the non-

local theories. Among these is the dispersion of plane waves in non-

local elastic solids Eringen([29, 30]) as well as in nonlocal polar elastic

solids Eringen([2,5]). Both the acoustic and optic modes of the disper-

sion curve for Rayleigh type waves in elastic solids have been obtained

byEringen[31,32] using nonlocal polar theory. The dispersion curves

are in excellent agreement with those obtained by lattice dynamics

throughout the entire Brillouin zone. Applying nonlocal theory to the

stress concentration at the tip of a crack, Erihgen and Kim [40] found

that the nonlocal elasticity eliminates the stress discontinuity arising

from classical continuum treatment. Furthermore, when the hoop

stress obtained is set equal to the cohesive stress the well known Griffith
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fracture criteria is obtained in a natural fashion. Nonlocal theories

have also been applied to quasi-static dielectrics Demiray [13], and

the deformation of a nonlocal elastic layer, Cekirage and Teymur [8].

Nonlocal effects in fluids encompass such effects as surface tension,

surface stresses, and surface viscosities (see Eringen [23]). These

few examples at least attest to the potential of the nonlocal theories.

3. Electromagnetic Interactions and Nonlocal Effects

The foundations of classical electromagnetic theory rest in the

experimental work of Faraday, Ampere, Coulomb, Gauss and many

others. In fact Maxwell formulated his celebrated equations of elec-

tromagnetic theory based primarily on the work of Faraday. Since

their formulation over a century ago Maxwell's equations have been

used as postulates governing the behavior of electromagnetic

phenomena.

Maxwell's equations have had many far reaching consequences

in many theoretical settings. Probably the most remarkable discovery

was Maxwell's realization that light should be looked upon as essen-

tially an electromagnetic phenomenon. The vast success of Maxwell's

theory also led to the concept of a unified field theory which, although

has shown some discrepancies in its predictions, is nevertheless an

important concept in theoretical physics. The area of application of

electromagnetic theory reaches from phenomena involving short-wave
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-12lengths (10 m) to long-wave lengths (102m). Thus Maxwell's equa-

tions describe behavior of light, x-rays, microwaves, etc. and fur-

nish physicists, engineers, biomedical researchers, and other

scientists with the necessary theory to develop such fields as geo-

metrical optics, antenna theory, transmission line theory, energy

conversion, etc.

Other areas of application, where the interaction of electro-

magnetic fields with deformable bodies is of major concern, Maxwell's

theory coupled with classical continuum mechanics has not been as

successful. A simple example is the fact that classical electromag-

netic theory predicts a constant refractive index in an isotropic non-

dissipative medium. It is well known, however, that the refractive

index does depend on the frequency of propagation in almost all wave

propagation phenomena and hence dispersion in deformable materials

interacting with electromagnetic fields is the rule rather than the

exception. The failure of classical electromagnetic theory to predict

such behavior is worthy of attention in problems dealing with dielec-

tric fluids which are known to be dispersive. Many other effects not

predictable by classical electromagnetic theory, such as photo-

viscoelasticity, streaming birefringence, and neurophysiological

impulses, have prompted the development of new theories to account

for such phenomena.
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With the development of the theory of relativity came the first

major departure from classical electromagnetic theory. In fact a

totally satisfactory and consistent theory for the interaction of elec-

tromagnetic fields with a moving continuum must be at least Lorentz

invariant [45]. Such a formulation is, however, not particularly use-

ful for the solution of practical problems. Furthermore for many

applications the speed v of the medium is small compared to c,

the speed of light in a vacuum so that an approximation to Lorentz

invariance to within terms of v2/,c2 is more than sufficient.

Another independent departure from classical electromagnetic

theory arose with the development of quantum physics. Based pri-

marily on the state and motion of elementary particles making up a

medium, quantum physics has been successful in predicting the

response of a medium at the microscopic level. At the macroscopic

level, however, such quantum theories have shown some discrepan-

cies in their predictions and severe limitations as to their realm of

application.

If one examines the classical theory of electromagnetic fields

interacting with deformable materials the theory is seen to be based

on (1) the classical continuum mechanics of materials, (2) the clas-

sical electromagnetic theory of Maxwell, and (3) the incorporation of

the electromagnetic effects on the body and vice versa, that is, via

the balance laws and/or constitutive theory. Our previous discussion
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of classical and nonlocal continuum theories has brought out the

shortcomings of the classical continuum theory. As for (3), the man-

ner in which the interaction of electromagnetic fields with deformable

materials is taken into account has been, in the past, a matter of

taste. The inclusion or exclusion of higher order deformation gradi-

ents and/or thermal gradients, surface and body couples, multipolar

electromagnetic quantities, etc. has been strictly subjective in

nature, depending primarily on the phenomena to be studied. Even if

one decides on what type of phenomena is to be modeled in many cases

it is not clear what is the proper way to introduce the mechanism

necessary to describe such effects. One of the classic examples in

this regard is, as to how the electromagnetic field should be intro-

duced as an external body force (cf. Penfield and Haus [60]). We give

an account of the modern approaches taken within the past two decades

when the scope of this thesis is discussed. We now proceed to the

discussion of (2), tracing the development of the classical electro-

magnetic theory of Maxwell.

Examining the original integral formulations presented by

Maxwell we can see how the nonlocal theory can be applied. For

example Maxwell's first hypothesis is a restatement of the law of

electromagnetic induction discovered by Faraday and Lenz [49].

Loosely speaking it states that the electromotive force, or the work

done by the electric field E on a unit electric charge carried



around a closed curve t , is equal to the time rate of decrease of

the flux of magnetic induction B through any surface S bounded

by t . More specifically we have

. daE dx = -
t Dljt

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, D/Dt is the total time

derivative and the electromagnetic quantities are expressed in

Heaviside-Lorentz units. Applying Stokes' theorem to the left hand

side of (3. 1) and assuming S to be fixed in time we may write

511 a(V x E + = O.
S

c at

Assuming (3.1) to be true for any closed curve t, and hence for

arbitrarily small surfaces S implies the integrand in (3. 2) must

vanish which yields Faraday's Law in differential form:

avxE+--B= 0.c at

15

(3. 1)

(3. 2)

(3. 3)

As with the global balance laws for a continuum a nonlocal

theory of electromagnetic fields raises the question of why, or on

what basis, should (3. 1) be valid for all parts of the body. The moti-

vation for raising such a question lies in the origin of Maxwell's
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equations. First it must be remembered that the laws of Faraday,

Ampere, and Gauss were derived from an empirical point of view

based on experimental results. Furthermore these integral forms

arose strictly from electrostatic and magnetostatic experiments.

Later they were postulated as being true for time dependent electro-

magnetic fields interacting with deformable materials. Though

experimental data have confirmed the validity of these postulated laws

there are inherent drawbacks involving such experimental evidence.

Foremost in this regard is the very nature of electromagnetic fields.

The speeds and rates of change of the time dependent electromagnetic

fields make their measurement at a macroscopic level exceedingly

difficult. In fact, within a continuum interacting with electromagnetic

fields, measurements of their intensities within the medium are impos-

sible. Secondly, due to a general feeling among experimentalists that

the classical electromagnetic theory had been making great strides in

the past coupled with the lack of sophistication in measuring electro-

magnetic field variables, there existed little motivation to design

suitable experiments for testing the validity of the classical postulates

of Maxwell. Thus the very nature of the electromagnetic fields coupled

with the lack of experimental data leaves the validity of the localiza-

tion assumption for Faraday's and Ampere's laws somewhat unfounded.

It seems more reasonable to employ the non.local theory to the inte-

gral formulations of the electromagnetic field equations than applying



the classical assumption that the localization residuals vanish

identically.

4. Scope of the Thesis

A number of continuum, as well as quantum and statistical

theories have been developed to account for the shortcomings of the

classical theory of electromagnetic fields interacting with deformable

bodies. In order to explain many of the phenomena not borne out by

the classical theory such problems were first studied separately

involving three main groups: dielectrics, magnetic materials, and

conductors. About 1956 many such theories describing one or the

other of the above materials began to appear. Toupin [69], Eringen

[33], Bragg [4], Grindlay [44], and Nelson and Lax [57] developed

theories concerning dielectrics where polarization was important

while polarization gradients played important roles in the theories of

Mindlin [53], Suhubi [64], and Asker et al. [2]. For magnetic mate-

rials various theories have been developed based on the magnetization

vector or on such phenomena as spin angular momentum and spin-

spin interactions: Tiersten [66, 67], Brown [6, 7], and Maugin and

Eringen [52]. A generalization of Ohm's Law was used by Walker

[72] in his theory of conductors while Moon [54], and Demiray and

Eringen [14] considered a conductor as a mixture of negatively charged

plasma and a positively charged elastic lattice. Several unified

17
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theories later appeared, among which are Jordan and Eringen [48],

Dixon and Eringen [15], Bressan [5], Grot and Eringen [47], Penfield

and Haus [60], DeGroot and Suttorp [11, 12], Grot [46], and Curtiss

and Lianis [10]. Many of the similarities and differences of these

general theories are pointed out in Grot [45].

All of the above theories deal primarily with the interaction of

an elastic material with an electromagnetic field with no concern with

the analogous situation for fluids. Since electromagnetic fields arise

naturally in phenomena associated with ocean waves (Podney [61]),

atmospheric circulations, geological disturbances such as seismic

waves, and since there exist fluids exhibiting internal electromagnetic

properties which find applications in energy conversion devices such

as transducers, biofluids, medicine, nuclear reactors, and electrical

engineering a continuum theory for adequately describing such media

is necessary. Although Pao and Hutter [59] have developed a con-

tinuum theory for fluids interacting with electromagnetic fields, the

latter is classical in nature and hence is incapable of bringing out

phenomena due to nonlocal effects.

In 1973 Eringen [28] developed a general nonlocal continuum

theory for electromagnetic elastic solids. However, there exists no

corresponding theory for fluids. The main objective of this current

research is to develop a nonlocal continuum theory for electromagnetic

fluids. Although a rigorous formulation should be relativistic in



nature, in most applications a "v2 /c2 approximation" is quite

sufficient. For this reason relativistic effects will be neglected in

favor of the simpler v2 /c2 approximation.

In Chapter II we develop the localized balance laws for electro-

mechanical media as derived from a general set of nonlocal global

balance laws. The localized laws thus derived do, of course, incorpo-

rate the localization residuals which account for distant atomic and

molecular interactions. The second law of thermodynamics which

includes nonlocal effects is then formed and postulated as being valid

for the entire body.

A general constitutive theory for nonlocal electromagnetic

fluids is developed in Chapter III in which the constitutive variables

are invariant under Galilean type frame changes and are v2/c2

approximations to the Lorentz theory. The thermodynamic admissi-

bility yields the forms of the electromagnetic momenta, electromag-

netic stress, and electromagnetic energy without any a priori

assumptions being made as to their nature or form. To facilitate

practical applications of the theory a completely linear constitutive

theory is developed along with the complete thermodynamic restric-

tions governing the material coefficients. The field equations and

boundary conditions are also developed from the resulting linear

theory,

19
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Chapter IV is concerned with the development of a nonlocal

polar electromagnetic theory for orientable fluids. Although a com-

plete set of balance laws, including the thermodynamic inequality,

and general constitutive make-up are presented we do not derive here

the linear constitutive theory but merely indicate the general direction

and procedures to be taken for further work.

Since all materials, regardless of their constitution, are dis-

persive in character the dispersion relationship for surface waves

propagating through the medium is of great importance. Consequently,

in Chapter V the linear constitutive theory developed in Chapter III is

applied to electromechanical surface waves in a dielectric fluid.

Linearizing the resulting field equations yields a set of decoupled

integrodifferential equations governing the mechanical and electro-

magnetic disturbances. Analyzing the mechanical surface waves we

obtain a dispersion relation incorporating nonlocal effects and viscous

influences. For purposes of obtaining some insight into the quantita-

tive nature of the dispersion, as influenced by nonlocality, we utilize

the fact that some viscoelastic and viscoplastic fluids exhibit solid

characteristics. Hence, we have applied our theory to the case of

lubricating oil utilizing some results from lattice dynamics for pur-

poses of demonstration of the nonlocal effects. We conclude the

chapter by analyzing the electromagnetic surface wave. Due to the

lack of experimental data, however, the dispersion curve for the
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electromagnetic surface wave is not obtained.

In Chapter VI we briefly discuss our work undertaken here and

indicate several areas of further research and application of the

theory developed herein.

In the sequel, a symbol such as (II. 2. 5) refers to formula 5 in

Section 2 of Chapter II and (2. 5) refers to formula 5 in Section 2 of

the current chapter.



II. BALANCE LAWS FOR NONLOCAL
ELECTROMAGNETIC MATERIALS

1. Preliminary Remarks

All materials treated as continua are assumed to obey a certain

set of fundamental balance laws. After describing the motion of the

body we state these well known global balance laws for electro-

mechanical media. From these nonlocal global balance laws the

appropriate localized balance laws containing the localization resi-

duals introduced in Chapter I are then developed. We conclude the

chapter with a formulation of the second law of thermodynamics

incorporating nonlocal effects.

2. Motion

Let the material points of the body in the undeformed state be

determined by a set of rectangular coordinates XK, K = 1, 2, 3. At

time t the motion carries
XK

to the spatial points xk under the

continuous mapping

xk = xko-s-,t)
(2. 1)

which also possesses continuous first-order partial derivatives with

respect to X and t. Furthermore, we require that
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J = det xk, >0 (2.2)



so that (2. 1) has a continuous inverse given by

X
K

= XK (x, t) (2. 3)

for all points of the body, except possibly a countable set of singular

surfaces, lines, and points.

The summation convention over repeated indices is employed.

Moreover, a subscript comma shall denote partial differentiation and

a superposed dot shall denote material time rate, e. g.

av(x, t)
'k axk

DE ac== +C v
Dt at ' k k

3. Electromechanical Balance Laws

The development of a set of balance laws to describe the inter-

action of deformable bodies with electromagnetic fields depends

primarily on the type of phenomena to be modeled. The physical

model to be used will be a nonrelativistic model that is accurate to

within a v2/ c (v speed of the material, c speed of light in

vacuum) approximation of relativistic theory. The balance laws will

be formulated in such a manner to exclude electric and magnetic

quadrupoles and poles of higher order along with magnetic spin,

spin-spin interactions and polarization gradients. The theory is,

however, very general in nature and is broad enough to encompass

(2. 4)
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Conservation of Mass:

32-DtS
pdv = 0

V -o-

D C
Dti pp x (v+g)dv -

V -o-
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materials such as dielectrics, magnetic materials, and conductors.

The fundamental assumption in this regard is that the electromagnetic

fields interact with the material body through contributions to the total

momentum, the total stress vector, the total energy density, and the

total energy flux, Grot [45]. All of the balance laws will thus be

expressed in terms of the total effects due to both electromagnetic and

mechanical forces without any arbitrary splitting up of the total stress

vector, total energy density, or total energy flux.

The integral form of the mechanical balance laws accompanied

by the electromagnetic balance laws may be written in the form [45]:

(3. 1)

p x t dak - s pp x fdv 0 (3. 3)
V -o-

Balance of Linear Momentum:

1D-Dt
P(v+g)dv t dak - pfdv = 0 (3.2)

Balance of Moment of Momentum:



Conservation of Energy:

Net )dv (t )da - p(f v+h)dv = 0 (3.4)
Dpt k k

, 1 2,

V -o- S-cr V -Cr
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Faraday's Law:

1 Ddx + Dt Bk dak = 0
k c

Ampere's Law (modified by Maxwell):

Wk
1_ D
c Dt Dkdak kdak = 0 (3.6)1

A -N

Gauss' Law:

Dkdak - qdv = 0 (3. 7)

Conservation of Charge:

Conservation of Magnetic Flux:

B da = 0
k k

S-o-

qdv +
DDt

V -o-
kdak = 0

(3. 5)

(3. 8)

(3. 9)



where,

and

where,

E = electric field

H a magnetic field

3f free current density

D = electric displacement vector-

BE_--. magnetic induction vector

c speed of light in vacuum.

p E mass density

g E electromagnetic momentum density

E total stress vector

total energy flux

h E energy density supply

q a: free charge density

p a position vector

v velocity vector

L E total body farce density

= total internal energy density

EEA-1vxB, `14,E -1 vxD,
c c

- qv (3.10)

We also introduce the following relationships for further reference:
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where,

P E polarization vector

M .--Er magnetization vector.

The balance laws (3. 1) to (3.4) and (3.7) to (3. 9) are expressed

over a material volume V. enclosed by a surface S, which is

being swept by a discontinuity surface cr having velocity u. Inte-

grals (3. 5) and (3. 6) are taken over an open material surface Jg

enclosed within a closed curve t , which is being swept by a dis-

continuity curve .y having velocity u!. The electromagnetic laws

are expressed in Heaviside-Lorentz units.

Integrals (3.1) to (3.9) are in either of the following forms:

D = E + P

oCT=D+-1 vxH

P = P - -1 v x M
c

-32-DtS
cldv

V -a-

B = H + M

6 Es -IvxE

Tkdak - gdv = 0
V -u

which, upon using the generalized Green-Gauss theorem and Stoke's

theorem respectively, (Eringen [34] p. 77), may be written as

27

(3.11)

(3.12)

TD-Dt qkdak hkdxk S rkda = 0 (3.13)



[P-- +vat cl)v)-Tk, k-g
dv cl)(v -u

V-o-

Sa
-1-(pvk

) ]dv [p(vk-uk)inkda = 0
8t , k

V -Cr
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nkda = 0, (3. 14)

*
(q- v x h-r) da + lq x (v-u5-hl kds = 0 (3.15)

where k is the unit tangent vector of y and n is the exterior

unit normal vector to o . The bold face brackets indicate the jump

across o of the appropriate material properties in (3. 14) and in

(3.15) and is of the form

IA) E A+ (3.16)

where A+ and A- indicate, respectively, the values of A, as

the discontinuity surface is approached from positive and negative

sides of n of Also, we have defined the convective derivative

aq
q E- (vq)v + v x (q x v). (3.17)

Using (3.14) and (3.15), (3.1) through (3. 9) are transformed in

cartesian tensor notation

(3. 18)



S [P6r-Fi)_t--k -pf]dv +S(v+00-E-1-.(Pv )at k kIdv

(3. 19)

+ S kv+g)(vk-uk)-tkinkda = 0_
cr

(pAr_ x g-p, xtk)dv + p x (v+g)[1e-at +(pvk), k]clv

(3. 20)

p x (tic, k+pf-p.Zr-pg)dv
cr

+ [pp x (v+g)(vk-uk)- pp xtkirikda =
V -cr

1

v ' Ctic, k+ Pf - fh-Pi)dv + S [p(e+ v )(vk-uk) z-ciklnkda
V -o-

(v x + A). da + [E+ uT x 131 kds = 0

S(3.23)(7/ x-}4. _1)S _ 1-9.).da + S H- utx DJ = 01

c c c

S(V D-q)dv + ED] nda = 0 (3. 24)
S-o- o-

1 2, r ,
C+ -V M. TAPVkkjaw2 at ,

t
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(3. 21)

(3.22)

v Bdv + S [B1- rida = 0 (3. 25)
S-o- o-



Sv- [V + +v (qv)kly +S 9.. -qul .nda = 0.at
aq

cr

It is is readily seen that the classical localized balance laws for electro-

mechanical media could be obtained by assuming the above balance

laws to be valid for every part of the material volume V. This

assumption simply amounts to setting each of the integrands in (3.18)

through (3.26) equal to zero.

As was pointed out in Chapter I the nonlocal theory rejects the

above assumption and hence takes into account long-range effects due

to forces and interatomic interactions. Following the general pro-

cedure given in I. 2 we localize the nonlocal global balance laws by

introducing the localization residuals. Thus, for nonlocal electro-

mechanical media the localized balance laws, as derived from (3.18)

to (3.26), are given by:

Conservation of Mass:

a + (pvk),k = p,at

Balance of Linear Momentum:
A

t
k

+ p(fl = (VI ) - , in V-

in V -o-

0,Fla - p(vi -Fg )(vk-uk)4k = 0, on 0"
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(3.26)

(3.27)

(3. 28)

IP(vk-uk"kink -
on 0"



Balance of Moment of Momentum:

ekmnpm, / t/ n pekrnnvaign
A A

Peknanprnfn Pik'
A

Ipe/mnpmrtkn-(vn+gn)(vk-u)+ki Ink = 0,

Conservation of Energy:
A

pi - pgkvk - tk v/, k -
k

a - ph =ph - pvkfk

A 12- p(e+ -vkgk), in V (3, 30)

1 2

v/ 1-qk- p(e+ )(vk uk2
=0, on cr

Faraday's Law:

ek/m Em, 1c 1;'1(
on -

Ampere's Law:

Gauss' Law:

1A
e B +E In = 0 on 'y

c krn r n km

1
, ck ckcUk

on yel kmiHk ekrnur' Dn4lkinm = 0,

A

Dk, k
q q, in V -a-

A

IDk +Dkk = 0, on if

on

(3. 29)
on if

(3. 31)

(3.32)

(3. 33)
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in V -a
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Conservation of Magnetic Flux:

Bk, k
= m, in V -o-

IBki-kjnk = 0, on Cr

(3.34)

Conservation of Charge:

A
÷

(qvk), k
= 0-,

k, k+ at in V - o-

(3.35)

= 0,
on CT

where e is the permutation tensor defined as (a) zero when atkim
least two of the indices are equal; (b) 1 if the sequence of k, i , m

is the sequence 1, 2, 3 or an even permutation of the sequence; and

(c) -1, if the sequence k, 1 , m is an odd permutation of the

sequence 1, 2, 3.

A A A A A A AA A A
The nonlocal residuals p, f 1 1 , h, h , b , E

k k k
A A A A A A A
Hk, q, Dk, Bk, m, o-, and Ek being introduced to account for the

effects of fields at all other points of the body on the point for which

the localized balance laws (3. 27) to (3. 35) are written. We require

that the integrals of the residuals, defined over their manifold of

definition to vanish, that is, we must have



A A A AA AA
(p, , ph, q, m, o-)dv = 0,

V -0-

sIA
AAAAAA

PkA'Ik' hk' 81c.'
o-

da = 0,

AfIntroducing the nonlocal current J by

A Af A
= J - qw,

Thus we may rewrite (3. 35)1 as

taking the divergence of (3. 32)1 and comps.ring the result with (3. 35)1

yields

V.

A = -
Af aa

cr J - at

f Af
(J +J

(E,11) kds = 0.

(q+q) = 0,at

Aam A A

at + v (my) = v b,
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(3. 36)

3. 37)

(3. 38)

(3. 39)

which is the expression for the law of conservation of nonlocal charge

[28]. Similarly, taking the divergence of (3. 31)1 and comparing the

result with (3. 34)i yields

(3.40)



For example, A
p is the mass residual which represents the rate at
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which is the expression of the law of the balance of nonlocal pole

strength.

The physical significance of the localization residuals can be

interpreted from the equations in which they appear. Eringen and

Edelen [39] and Eringen [35] discuss the physical significance of the

volume and surface residuals arising from purely mechanical sources.

which mass is created or destroyed at the point x due to the

effects of all other material points occupying V -o- . Such phenomena

could occur either through chemical reactions, through the existence

of quasi-particles (e. g. electrons, excitons, phonons) or through dis-

sociation, ionization, and fracture of the subelements of the body

[35]. We may interpret ik as the nonlocal body force at the point

due to the long-range intermolecular forces produced by all other

points of the body (e. g. gravitational, electromagnetic attractions).

The other volume residuals have similar interpretations. The surface

Aresidual pk
is associated with the production or destruction of mass

in crossing the surface o- . Similar interpretations are valid for the

other surface residuals. The electromagnetic residuals were intro-

duced by Eringen [28]. Here 6\ is the induced nonlocal charge at

the point x due to the charges throughout the body at all other points.
ASimilarly, rn (if it exists) is the magnetic pole strength induced at

x by the rest of the body, which is related to b, the nonlocal
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magnetic induction through (3. 40). Again, the remaining electromag-

netic residuals have similar physical interpretations.

The distinguishing feature of the nonlocal continuum theory is

the appearance of the localization residuals in the localized balance

laws. The determination of these residuals is an integral part of the

nonlocal theory. Clearly the nature of such residuals depends heavily

on the constitutive make-up of the material under consideration.

Lastly we note that upon setting all of the nonlocal residuals equal to

zero the classical localized balance laws of electromechanical continua

are obtained.

4. Second Law of Thermodynamics

We shall state the fundamental thermodynamic law in the

form of a generalized Clausius-Duhem inequality. It is assumed that

this inequality has the form [45]:

-
pidv +

13-Dt
V - (T.

(q-c
0

x ) da S (ph+ 41- )dv >0.
-11-0

1

(4. 1)

Here 11 is the entropy density, 0 > 0 is the absolute temperature,

c E, x 14- is the Poynting vector when the body is viewed in the rest

frame, and 9 0 is the external current source. Physically, we are

assuming that the entropy flux is equal to the total energy flux minus

the Poynting vector divided by the temperature 0.



Localizing (4. 1) as we did in the previous section yields

+ v q-c E., x ) - (ph+ q, . ) + - > 0, in V-
0 =

1

I"(vk-uk)- (q-c E x°4')k-kjnk ?

ducing

cv( 04-)= - -

on 0-

A Awhere s, sk are entropy localization residuals subject to

1 Apsdv = 0, SI
Askdak

0.

The second term in (4. 2) can be simplified by using (3. 31)1 and

(3. 32), yielding

14 - s
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(4. 2)

(4. 3)

(4. 4)

Substituting (4. 4) into (4. 2) and eliminating h between (4. 2)1 and

(3. 30)1 gives

, 1 ,+--) + v + (q-c E, xNe ).\7k-0
0 0 0k. k

+ 0( E i'S+ ) + E ( _ ) (4. 5)

1 A A .01 A A
+ 0 2

+ -1L1...110 + -`0-(h-s) >0,
Z 0

in V -IT

which becomes the generalized Clausius-Duhem inequality. Intro-
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,tP = C 011, = -
(4. 6)

- Q=q-cE,x14-

where hr is the Helmholtz free-energy, (4. 5) may be written as

1 I )1/4 A
_ 2- c'cii+v. cr+OTI) + t v + Q. V( + E 14- B) - f

0 0 k 0 0

2\6 (T., v 2 + + E _ i;) + (r; > o,
(4. 7)

in V -Cr

The balance laws, including the generalized Clausius-Duhem

inequality must be satisfied by all materials regardless of their

nature, that is, fluids, solids, etc. Thus one needs a different

mechanism to incorporate material characterization and thereby

bring out the various types of responses experienced by different

types of materials. Such a mechanism consists of constructing

appropriate theories in order to describe the constitutive make-up of

a material, which we shall develop in the subsequent chapter. It is

the constitutive make-up of the media along with the balance laws that

dictate the nature and response of the material.
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III. CONSTITUTIVE THEORY OF NONLOCAL
ELECTROMAGNETIC FLUIDS

1. Preliminary Remarks

In this chapter we develop the general constitutive theory for

nonlocal electromagnetic fluids based on the previous works of

Eringen [23, 28]. To this end, we designate a set of variables as

forming a cause set to represent the constitutive functionals which

remain invariant under Galilean type transformations. Upon develop-

ing a Hilbert space setting for the nonlocal variables the thermody-

namic admissibility of the constitutive equations is analyzed. In

order to facilitate practical applications of our theory we next develop

the linear constitutive theory, a major feature of which is the deriva-

tion of the full thermodynamic restrictions on the material moduli.

We conclude the chapter with the development of the appropriate field

equations and boundary conditions for nonlocal electromagnetic fluids

(for the linear constitutive theory).

2. Development of Constitutive Functions and the
Pertinent Thermodynamics

In order to formulate a constitutive theory for a general class of

nonlocal electromagnetic fluids an appropriate pair of independent

electromagnetic quantities must be chosen as constitutive variables.

Although convenient choices exist for particular types of



OX') -= x(Xi, t) - x(X, t) E xr - x
ax

x (X') .----. x' - x FL-- _
K K - ax axKK

91K(Xt) = x .
K

KL(1C-t) 2E-r,k)-(1

CKL(19 - K. L

rut) = 6 , -(X, t)
rc(Xt) =oti(x.,t) - Do(X, t)

(2.1)

where in (2.1)3,4 a slight modification to the nonlocal measures intro-

duced by Eringen [23] and [28], has been made.
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electromagnetic materials (e. g. dielectrics, conductors, magnetic

materials), for a, general development no one pair is totally advan-

tageous over another. For a v2 /c2 approximation to the Lorentz

theory it is convenient to choose (6 ), defined earlier by

(II. 3.11), as our independent electromagnetic quantities to appear in

the constitutive theory.

In nonlocal theory it is convenient to designate X and x

(Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of points) as local points of

interest and X' and to denote the surrounding points in the

material, which form the source of nonlocal influences. For all such

points X' an appropriate set of electromechanical measures for a

general class of nonlocal electromagnetic materials is:



where 5 ki

Since Stokesian fluids are materials which accept every frame

of reference leaving density unchanged as a reference frame we can

choose X x; xt with p fixed. Consequently, for fluids,

which have such instantaneous configurations we replace the above

measures by their material time rates. Thus we have

0

KL

C
6KL Id

Ft .FE. et

fit n oe' - 0.6r

is the Kronecker delta and for brevity we use

V E V( XI, t), e. (xl,t) etc.

We now define our class of nonlocal electromagnetic fluids by

the constitutive equations of the form

iT(2s)t) = 1(0, Pk(x'), Nk1(x'), rk(xy, t), t), Fl

',0; k/ g A e'

where 4, is a scalar valued function of

X I V -vK ---,k ',k
(x`) = vi .(x'-x)+v' - v

k k k k

6 (x1) E vKL - v (2.2)
k, k,

aKL 2did -=
v +vk,/ ii,k

iH - 6

----JTEt1*

(2. 3)

ek' j3k' o0-k' P

and 0, and a functional of the nonlocal variables-y rk r
k' '
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II and II wherek'
-1 -1-1r (x) p (xi) - p (x).

All of the nonlocal variables are defined over all points x1 of the

body.

For convenience we define the following ordered sets:

{r-1(x'),p(x1),,x(0, r(xi,t), t), (x',

= fd, e , 13 , , 06' ,

(2. 5)

which divides up the cause set into, respectively, nonlocal and local

sets. Using this notation the free-energy constitution may be

expressed as

= c7). (2. 6)

The other response functionals, such as the stress t, the total

energy flux qk, the total internal energy density E, the entropy

the electric and magnetic fields E and 1.,), , and the conduc-

Jc Jftion current - are also assumed to be of the form given
9-o

by (2. 6).

We next subject the constitutive functionals to certain invariance

requirements, namely the axiom of objectivity, also known as material

frame indifference. One usually demands that the constitutive func -

tionals be form invariant under the changes of reference frames

defined by the transformation

41
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x(t) = Q(t)x + b(t) (2. 7)

where t = t - a for some constant a, and where Q is an

orthogonal transformation, that is,

QQT QTQ (2. 8)

where det Q = + 1 and QT denotes the transpose of Q. Electro-

magnetic quantities, however, do not obey the principle of objectivity

as dictated by (2.7). In fact there is no firm agreement as to how

electromagnetic quantities should transform under Euclidean trans-

formations to accelerating or rotating frames [45]. The correct

theory to apply is the Lorentz invariant theory which, of course,

incorporates relativistic effects. Since we are ignoring relativistic

effects, a v2 /c2 approximation to Lorentz invariant theories shall

be utilized. To this end we consider the group of Galilean transforma-

tions

x = Qx + v t + b (2. 9)
----o

where Q, v , and b do not depend on time. We now require that0
under the Galiliean type of frame change given by (2. 9) that B and

D transform in such a way that

x+

e+ = Q and per+ = Q cO' (2.10)
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where 43 and 00- are given by (11. 3.11).

With 8 and otY transforming as in (2.10) under (2.9) all

of the variables in F" and g" given in (2.5) are invariant under

the rigid motions defined by (2.9). A typical example to illustrate

the objectivity is as follows.

In component notation (2.9) is written as

xk = Qxl + vo
t + b .

ok

To check the objectivity of the vector p we must show

Pk =knn

From (2.2)3 we have

+ ,+ ,,+ ,+ +
pk = v1 , k (xi -xi + vk - vk

which on applying (2.9) becomes

p+ Q Q v' Q (x'-x ) + Q v' +v -Q v -v .
k frn kn m,n fr r r km m ok

km m ok

Using (2.8) yields

pk = Q v (x' -x ) + Q (v' -v )kn m, n m m km m m
= Q [v' (x' -x )+v '-vkn m, nm m n n

= p
kn n

(2.11)

(2.12)

43



Hence p is an objective vector. Similarly, the objectivity of the

second rank tensor namely N+ = QyQT can be shown by an

analogous procedure.

The objectivity of the electromagnetic quantities follow directly

from the invariance of 6 and 00 under (2.9). The nonlocal

electromagnetic terms are invariant due to their linear nature. The

objectivity of the electromagnetic variables in (2.3) is straight for-

ward and hence we omit the computations.

Since the localization residuals represent the mutual interactions

of distant points with the local point x, these interactions remain

unaltered when the body is given arbitrary rigid motions. Thus we

assume the localization residuals to be objective under the class of

Galilean transformations defined by (2.9).

Finally we note that the constitutive functional qi is form--

invariant under (2.9), that is,

[r 1, 13, N, , , , , e

r -1
QP, QYQ Qr, QII, QII; QdQT,Q5

At x' = x we have cr = {0}, that is all of the nonlocal vari--
ables in the cause set vanish. Without loss of generality we set
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(2.13)

,Q ,Qd,Qb, 1, 0].

1P({0}, c:7" = 1P0 (2.14)



as the free-energy of local electromagnetic fluids.

The nonlocal mechanical variables bring out some important
-1physical phenomena. For example, r (x, ) has been shown to

include surface effects such as surface tension , surface viscosities,

and surface energy [23]. The nonlocal deformation measures I3(x')

and y(x') contain relative rotational motions, that is,

- (xi -x )(d +w )

1 11( /k
(2. 15)

"\I (xI) d' - d + w' - w
Id Id Id Id

where
1

wice (vk,i k)

is the classical spin tensor which does not appear in the classical

constitutive equation.

We now investigate the consequences of the thermodynamic

admissibility. To achieve this the material time rate of the func-

tional kiJ in (2.3), with respect to all of its variables, must be

investigated. We assume first that all arguments of i are con-

tinuously differentiable with respect to and t. We also

assume that i has continuous Frechet partial derivatives of order

zero with respect to all nonlocal functions appearing in as well

as continuous first-order partial derivatives with respect to all the

arguments in (7.
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(2. 16)
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In order to bring out the smoothness requirements explicitly we

must introduce a function space whose properties are shared by the

elements of Though a Banach space structure could be used it

is more natural from a physical point of view to introduce a Hilbert

space structure on To this end, for any two such sets of

functions and 04 we define the inner product as

and say

gpTi = El( rrz dv(,.E1.)
° -a-

(2.17)

g, the Hilbert space defined by (2.17). The

g-'1 c7-'' = r-11 2+ 1 p++111-n2 2
while the norm of g"' E 74 is given by

tr 1171 = ( 1 , g-t4z

(2.18)

(2.19)

The influence function IT (11x -x11) is a positive decreasing function

of 112E.' -x11 such that H(0) =1. With the influence function intro-

duced as above the axiom of attenuating neighborhoods given in

[36] is introduced in a natural fashion. This axiom is a strong

continuity requirement arising from the fact that nonlocal effects

diminish rapidly as 11x' co. Thus -1-71 is defined so as to

favor the influence of points x' near x and deemphasize the

inner product tri1 a is defined by



effects of points distant from x. For example, we may take TT-

to be of the form:

T-1( hE2 ) = exp H04 (x) xt -x n >0,04 >0. (2, 20)

The influence function H may be thought of as belonging to the class

of rapidly decreasing functions defined over R3. Other forms of the

influence function may be motivated by physical considerations, such

as lattice structures.

We denote the Frechet derivative of LjJ with respect to

as 6 Lli(e--1 k2.) and define it as

lim &21)-1P(')--5 gcF' kV (2. 21)

11°111-1/

for g-"' , E .14. Assuming qi to be Frechet derivative to be

bounded we may apply the following representation due to F. Riesz,

(cf. Tapia [65], p. 79)

64J( crI 1105 = (cr cr ; X ) SL' ( X ) dv(X. )
NT_ cr
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(2. 22)

is called the gradient of qi at .7qs-' 1. We assume the5j
where 59!

above relations to be true for all the nonlocal variables in
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We shall consider nonlocal electromagnetic fluids for which the

mass production and heat conduction are negligible, that is, we set

p = 0, Q = 0 (2.23)

so that the entropy inequality (H. 4.7) may be written as

P
0 (4J-kr g1-0 t v + (

k 0
E, iS+ 9.-1- 10 E

E v + E + > 0, in V-o-.

Using (2.3) and (2.22) we now calculate This yields

all., ayi a LtJ 06r 4. al) 25,- d +ad kl gk "-)k a (3 v-)k
oak

k 8 151-k k

a qi -1
+p 0 + N.)r

-1
(X.)dv(K)

a p
-1 a e - v'

- 0- Sr
(2. 25)

+ [6i(X + 55 (gi,a-;X)liki (X)] dv(X)V-o-
Pk

+ [ (SL (g-',0-',X)i-k(X)+. 64' (er,c7°,X)iik(X)1dv(X).
Sflk-0- rk

Using the equation of continuity (H.3.27)1 with f/0 = 0 we find that

-1 2. -1
P P = P vk, k

(2. 24)

(2. 26)



Also, we may write

where

"r aa 11J 1
- ( )

a did 2 a d ad k
k,1

Using (2.27) along with (2.26), (II. 3.10)3, and (II. 3. 37) in (2.25) and

then substituting into the entropy inequality (2. 24) we have

E- (T1+ + Ek(c14) +SOP vk,10 a o

64) .
- e (E +i H (pc kfm vk - g0k )vk

+ [t a 4,

S 64)81(1 ( -1 m mm-D -1 ve,k
0 Id k k

a p or

64,
-E

1ll ( 4 + a ) - c 5LP 1 v . - a( a LP
0 2 a dki a

ds k tj "Id] k,1a a ek tr 81- _k P

n ( a q, C IL_ ip . ) hk .26 ( _54_, S :',,:, ) ek_ t
0 a °ak

i
5lIk (41' k k

.2. A 1
_ - h +

E.,k k(Jf- 4t. )
. 1(aPZ -S48 ):6 uok

k k
k 0 D 0

Af

+0 k( k kbk ) 2-(a) + o(v2 /c2) >0, in V-o-
0
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(2. 27)

ek
(2. 28)



DS

and forfor brevity we have written

.516
t...7 2c7.;20dv(X), etc.

6k V -0-61 rk

Ignoring the terms of 0(v2/c2) the inequality (2.28) is linear

in 6, vk, j7k,

ad, A

1-1 = - fDe k

and

)+v! N7-1-F. T1 6`1) vt
6r -1 P vk, k

6f3k
v/ k , k k

dv

/1. %and
0 kak.

A
3 .1), n, and s

are independent of these linearly independent quantities then (2.28)

cannot be maintained for all possible variations of these quantities

unless

016(3i k,/ p
- E pck/m/mIm(54) Nr, e (E +E H )

SI " 1 aq, atp
+

ad
) =5 dyr

gk
-cr 813k

2
8dkit ik 6.yld

P aLP
-= vI , Ek P a4jk a

a - SIT-0-
6

ek _0- Ork
d

k
dvt)

8p -s5ti d a`P dvi
a

a k- 611
k ark V -cr k
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(2.29)

dv1

(2. 30)



where

v +-1;(fn,i. Af A

Dt f,k 0 --kjk-k/1-0c(EkJk-14--kbk)

54J

Dtic/ = tk/ - Mtick - 5k/
( 84j-1 -1 dv1-Mh ) (2.32)

ap V -a- 5r

1mtki = EkDi + 74.kBi - ( 9.0+ 13Jski2

1

M
h ( E D+ '):1. B).

2

We may rewrite (2.33) and (2.34) in terms of the constitutive vari-

ables,

mtki Ek,Di $i-k - ( 6.17 +14-6 )8ki

1 1

[14. (v xE) - E (v H) - v.(ExH)5 (2.35)
c k k / 2c

= (
Mh 2

We have thus proved:

Theorem: The constitutive equations of nonlocal electromag-

netic fluids are thermodynamically admissible if and only if (2.30)

and (2.31) are satisfied.

- 2- + 2- > 0, in V -Cr
OD 0

(2.31)

(2.33)

(2.34)

.0cr+14,e ) + v(E xH). (2.36)
2c
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Using (2. 30) and (2.32)-(2. 34) the energy equation (II. 3. 30)1

may be written as

-(Dt (k/ )+Mt ( )- Mh5k1 )did + p(81)-t'sr)

+ + E + pv + = 0
(2. 37)

where parentheses enclosing indices indicates symmetrization, that is,

1

Dt(ce )= (Dtke+Dtik).

We now posit the energy equation (2.37) to be invariant under all

rigid motions (2. 9). Since Lp, and hence Ti and 1) are invariant

and
dk-e

are invariant so areby (2. 30)1
and Dtki, Mtic /

Dt(lc/ )
d and Mt(id)dice as well as the vector products in (2. 37).

Moreover, since the energy source h is considered invariant we

must have
A A A Ah=h + h+vf

o D

where ho is a scalar valued constitutive functional of the same type

as 4i, satisfying the same invariance under (2. 9). Thus we may

write the energy equation as

P ° -( - ) 74.
Dt(id )+Mt(k1 ) Mh6k/ did

+ + - ) = 0.
o
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(2. 38)

(2. 39)
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It is important to note that no assumptions concerning the nature

of the electromagnetic momentum, energy or stress have been made

in our analysis. The crucial assumption lies in the form of the sec-

ond law of thermodynamics given in (II. 4.1). With the choice of

( (8,0 ) as our pair of independent electromagnetic variables we see

that the electromagnetic stress and electromagnetic energy given in

(2.33) and (2.34), respectively, are analogous (when viewed from the

rest frame) to the classical Minkowski expressions. If other pairs of

electromagnetic quantities had been chosen, say (" -, E ), a seem-

ingly different structure describing the electromagnetic stress and

energy would have appeared. Physically these expressions are, of

course, equivalent which can be shown by applying a Legendre -type

transformation on the free-energy LjJ [45].

3. Linear Constitutive Theory

The application of the general theory developed in the previous

sections to phenomenological problems is mathematically untractable.

Hence we now develop a linear constitutive theory, which from a

mathematical point of view makes the physical problems tractable.

In accordance with the axiom of equipresence all of the response

functions must be assumed to depend on the cause set ("I,c7")

given in (2.5). Thus we assume the dissipative stress tensor to be a

tensor -valued functional fki given by



-1 - -1
t = f (r , y r 1-1 fi Oa ry p 0)

D ki k ki k' o

*

(3. 1)

For a linear constitutive theory we may write

kimndmn + a2k.em em + ak3Pm e.m + ak4@mom + ak5im
Dt

=a
l

c/n.1 kit1b mnymn+ b2m pm m+ bl r+ b4mrm (3.2)
1

V -a-

+ bLem + b dv(x')
5 m 6 m

where the term involving r-1(x') has been dropped since it may be

absorbed in (3. 8) which follows. The tensors a., i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

are functions of p and 0 while all b., j = 1, 2, .. . , 6 depend--j

On V1, et, and XI-211

The invariance of (3. 2) under the full group of orthogonal

transformations 0 and translations (2. 9) dictates that a. and b.

are isotropic tensors for all i and j. It is well known, (cf.

Spencer [63]), that in rectangular cartesian coordinates all even order

isotropic tensors may be written as a linear combination of Kronecker

delta terms, whereas all odd order isotropic tensors must reduce

identically to the zero tensor. Thus the local moduli a. may be
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written as



where
X.1

and

m
a. = 0

1
= 2, 3, 4, 5

kimn
= 61dmn + km6in+5kn6fm)al 1

-both depend on P1 and 0, and 613 is
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(3. 3)

the Kronecker delta. The nonlocal moduli b. are functions of

x'-x11 and hence, according to the theory of invariants are given by

k/ mn km / n kn mbldmn = 6 6
2

+ p.` (5 6 +6 6 ) + (x,k-xk)(x -x1)5mn
1 1 1

,k k ,n n -Cm
+p, 3i(x,lc-xk)(x,m-xm)6in +i-L(x -x )(x -x )6

4

+ (x )(x'm -xm
)

kn
+ ' (x -xf

)(x ,n- xn)5km
5 6

,m m)( ,n n ,k k 11 ,m m , 1n n,
+117 x -x 1-L1(x -x )(x -x )(x -x )(x -x )

bkim = a' 1k k im I i km-x )5 + -x )6 + a' .(x,m-x )5Icf
23 33

(3. 4) and (3. 5) since the coefficients and cr.', are also

(3. 4)

(3. 5)

1 ,kk m
m

a4j(x -x )(x' -x )(x, -x4. )

-1 ,
where

XI1, IIIk,
and a.' . are all functions of p , and II xi-xi'

for all k = 1, 2, ... , 8, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

We invoke at this stage the axiom of attenuating neighborhoods

surrounding a given local point and as a consequence all electrome-

chanical interactions are confined to a small neighborhood of that

point. This amounts to ignoring all of the terms involving



and

IT - 0- I

a p
-1 5r-1

(3. 9)
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functions of X - X . Hence, with the use of this axiom the nonlocal

moduli reduce to

ice
Ob.m= j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

(3. 6)
k/mn

= X 5k/mn + (5km5/ n+5knhri).bl 1 1

Now, letting

Xv X1
dv(xt), E1 1

- dv(x1) (3.7)
1

and using (3.3), (3. 6), and (3. 7) in (3.2) we may write (2. 32) as

tke = (-Tr- h+X d )5 + 41. dM v rr k. vki
(3. 8)

[(o-I+Xid' )5 +24 hiv(x')
v

V -cr
rr

where

= (P-1, 0, lixi-x11)
(3. 10)

-1
,01,bcf-x11)

all of which agrees with Eringen [23].

To obtain linear constitutive equations for ")9/- and a we

assume that the free-energy density i to have a constitutive



make-up involving linear functionals. Using this expression for

to evaluate (2.30)5,
6

will yield the desired linear constitutive equa-

tions for 14., and respectively. To this end, we take

=Niirk+4J2rk+4J311kiirlk+qi513k+LP6 )dv(x2)k k k

V -o-

where

4,0(63 , , a, p-1, 0)

= , 15. d, P-1, 0', II xi-xi' ), i = 1, 2, ... , 6.

Using (3. 11) and (3. 12) in (2.30)5 yields

40 1 44
_(

a
r +

42
r +

a k att3k a6k aisk ae
0-

kId 1d k.Ice ldm
= Y. e + Y. + Y. DO" + + Y. d

11 i 12 i 13 i4 / 15

k.Q_ lam 6 yk/m +
rn k.eo.+b +

- .Y61 P m 62 m 63 m 64 m 65 "'inn
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(3.11)

(3. 12)

(3. 13)

6
+ 5 p + ask dv(xl) - dv(xl ).mask l V-0-

For a completely linear theory the coefficients in (3. 12) are taken in

the form

k 4. k fh 4. k
a3e

k
a5 dkl`PO = al v-)k c2 Lik a4°Ljk

1 ki ki
+ ( -2- (31 el +132 1-+- 3 c .e+C 3 4 +P5 cl./m)

(3. 14)

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5



(3. 13) have been written and

-1 -1
= a.(P , 0), P. = PAP ,-1 -1

-'-13=
0', II x'-xli

= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

i = 1, 2, , 6
j= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Using (3.14) in (3. 13) yields the linear constitutive equation for

1 14_1( ak alt./ (3 ++ aid aid aldma
1 1'1 r2 v3 I.-4 I I.- 5 m

+ \Ike )d ,)

11 1 /21 Y31 I Y41 1 151 '61 \Ifni v
-a' (3. 16)

Id Id ki ke m
(yll ef +y12 +y131:)**1 +.y14,01 +y15 dim)dv(x1).

Defining

k k
-

k
'WI Pal

and dropping the prime for convenience, and by letting

we may write (3.16) as

crld rjd ( _Id +N.Id )dv(x,),
Yli 11

kim ,kim yldriadv(xt)G'5 p5 -
15v-a'

i = 1,2,3,4

(3. 15)

(3. 17)
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where in only the pertinent quadratic terms needed to evaluate



=
e +Tic, 8

1 1 2
+Cr+crki ea- +crkim

3 45 cilm

ei ,y " id
Id , - Id

21 314Y.(4100ti
V -0"

4. Id a 4_ klm
Y5r// .Y61 11/m1'4'7'2-c-1]

Since 9+ is assumed to be an isotropic vector all of the coefficients

appearing in (3.18) must be isotropic in nature. Hence we have

X t

kli Ido. = b. 6 i = 1, 2, 3, 4

1 (x -x )(xki 1k k
y =13;6 + c. (x ) i 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

cr5 =0

kernI k k 11 km
N61 = gl1(x -x )6 + g(x -x )6

g 13(x /n1 -x )6)6k-I g4, xk)(x -x.12 yx1111-x111)

where the local moduli b. depend on p-1 and 0 while the non-
].

local moduli b.', cl, and g.' depend on 6-1, 0 ,, and
1.

As in the case of the stress constitutive expression we apply the

axiom of attenuating neighborhoods, thus ignoring any terms involving

in (3. 19) since the coefficients b.', also are functions2, 4

of x'-x. In this case the moduli in (3.19) reduce to
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(3. 18)

(3.19)



Idm Idm
Ts - u = v'61

Using (3.20) in (3. 18) yields the linear constitutive expression for

k
= p [b1

k k+b3 "Yk+b k
(3. 21)

(bl 6 +1 bt+b'eat+b+131kp )dv(xi)] .lk 2 k 3k 4k 5
V-o-

Performing a similar analysis using (2.30)6 yields the linear consti-

tutive equation for E. ,

[Ek

= P sl +s2(.3k+s3I-Ik+s4j7k
(3.22)

(s' ' --Fs"
2 +s3 k' k+s5k')dv(xid

1 k 2
-cr

where again the local moduli depend on p-1 and 0, and the

i 1, 2, 3,4

= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (3.20)

/-1nonlocal moduli are functions of p , 0', and
I I - I I

The linear constitutive expression for the conduction current

cannot be derived from (2. 30). As with all response functionals

we assume that Jc is a vector -valued functional fk of the cause
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set (cl,c7-) given by



where e., i = 1, 2,3,4,5 depend on

j = 0, 1, , 6 depend on

and

ki Id Id - kf rn
+ e2 e + e3 ea/ + e4 ofj.f + e5

d
fm

sc jc
k k

-1 and 0, and n.,

As suming
jc

and

- n dv(x`)
0

61

-1
Jc = f (r , 13 , r d 8kik , i3 '13 0) (3.23)kk k'lakkkk kk, k

subject to the restrictions arising from (2.31). The linear expansion

of (3.23) may be written as

(3.24)

k k/ Id k/ mr p +n )dv(x')
n0+nl 1- +n

1 2
+n +n H

3 i 4 .f 5 / 6 1m.
-cr

to be an isotropic vector and again applying the axiom of attenuating

neighborhoods as we did in deriving the linear expressions for W-

and , the moduli in (3.24) may be written as

= 0 = n
5 6

ld
e. = a.6ke i = 1,2,3,4 (3.25)

nk:f = a:6k/ j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
3 3

Setting

(3.26)

= a. - a.'clv(x1)(3.27)i = 1, 2, 3,4
1 1

V -0-



and then dropping the over-bars for convenience we have

Jc = a1 2+a +"3k a4e6kk k k
(3.28)

(0 k+a3l DkI -Fa4i 06k I -FaSt Pk
)dv(xl)lk 2

-o-

as the linear constitutive expression for the conduction current.

This completes the linear constitutive theory for nonlocal

electromagnetic fluids.

4. Thermodynamic Restrictions

All of the material moduli appearing in (3.8), (3.21), (3,22),

and (3.28) are subject to restrictions arising from the entropy

inequality (2.31). Integrating (2.31) over V -cr and recalling that

the conduction current, Jc = Jf - 1;1. we obtain the classical

dissipation inequality for the entire body:

--0- Dtkl d dv
1 jcAv

0 k Ic"4
V -cr V -cr

(4.1)

A+- 1S akJk-N-k1;k+P(C).--D1A1-)]dv >
V

The above inequality is postulated to be valid for all independent

mechanical as well as electromagnetic processes, and as a
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consequence the last integral in (4.1) may be set equal to zero without

loss of generality. Thus we have

Using (3. 8) we obtain

Dt dk/ = Xvdr rdid 5k/
+

211 vdki did
(4. 3)

(rd' d 5 +2111dt d )dv(xt).
V -a-

v rr

Hence through (3. 21), (3.22), and (4.3) we see that the two integrals

in (4.2) vary independently of each other.

We first consider the case in which the second integral in (4.2)

vanishes. Thus we require that

SI 10 Dtki dv S 10 Jcdv > 0.
k

V -Cr V - a-

i
0 DtkJd dv > 0

=
V -0-

(4. 2)

(4. 4)

where it is assumed that the absolute temperature 0 > 0. We estab-

lish only sufficient pointwise satisfaction of (4. 4) by requiring the

integr and to be everywhere nonnegative. Considering the local and

nonlocal terms separately we demand that

+ Zilvdke dkj2 ? 0 (4. 5)
Xvdrrdk/ök



S (X ' di d 5v rr +211vidIdi
d )dv(xl) > 0. (4. 6)

=
V -Cr

To satisfy (4. 5) we set

-d11,y2 d22, Y3 - d33, y4 d12, Y5 = d23, y6 = d31

a =a = a =X +
11 22 33 v v

a12 = a21 = a13 = a31 = a23 = a32 = Xv

a44 a55 = a66

aij = 0 for all other i, j, 1 < i, j < 6
= =

and write (4.5) in an equivalent quadratic form, that is,

X
v

drrd
Id + 21-1. dki > 0 <=> a..y.y. >0. (4.8)

v = j =

Using the step exchange method, (cf. Nef [56]), the quadratic form in

(4. 8) will be positive definite if and only if

Using the continuity of d we set

y1 (di d
1 11 1

1/2

3).v
+Z >0.V-

y = (di d )1/2, y (di
)1/2

2 22 22 3 33

, y5 = (d213 )1/2 y6 -
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(4. 7)

(4. 9)

(4. 10)

)1/2



and defining a.. as in (4.7) we find that (4. 6) will be satisfied
1.)

pointwise (sufficiency condition only) if and only if

+ 2i > 0. (4. 11)
V V-

Thus our sufficiency thermodynamic restrictions for both the local and

nonlocal material coefficients X , p, , X', and are analogous
V v v

to the classical results and Eringen's results [23].

We now take the first integral in (4.2) to be zero and require

Using (3.22) and (3.28) we simply require a pointwise sufficiency

condition to insure (4.12), namely

Using (3. 22) and (3.28), (4.13) is satisfied if and only if

2 1 2sa6 +s2a2 +s3a3 fly2 + s4a4tyk + (s1a2+a1s2)( k)
k k k

(s3a4+a3s4)( Zrk2) (sla3+als3) k k (s1a4+a1s4) keak

+ (se fa s )&ccijk + (s2a " k oak

S-e-, EkJ:dv o.
v -0-

[(s a' +a s' ) 6kk + cs a'
+a3 k

si)ob- ]dv(xf) +
1 1 1 1 "-' 3 3 3 k
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(4.(4.12)

(4. 13)

(4. 14)



[(s la r3+alsr3) (s
a'

3
s' )

k1-51-
]dv(x')

1 1 k
-o-

[(s2a'z+az
V -cr

V -cr

) i30:3 + (s4a144-a4s4)1Yko&ktldv(xt)

r(s 2cx 41 +azs4) kirk' + (s 4ar2+a 4s) lc' bkidv(5,Lt

[(s ice+a is) + (s2aii+a2sti)j3k8k1

(s3a4+a3s4),X1khkr + (s 4a13+ a 4s13) hkelj jdv (2 5 )

4-,S4 [(slai4+alst4) ekob;, (s2cr+a2st3)
V -cr

(s4ali+a4sli) Lchk + (s3a12+cr3s12),ALpo-kidv(Le)

( ' +a 'us a' s')
(13kPk 's2a5 285) a3kPk

V -o-

(s3ars+a3st5),CkPk + (s4ar5+ce4s15).EcPkidv(3s.)

(st eL-Esizi3L+.,300-Ld-si4ob- -1-si5pk)dv(,I)
v _0-

x eL+.212 l ic.t+ce130-kl +a406rki +at5Pk)dv(2E, > 0

for allall independent processes. Thus, demanding each of the first

four terms of (4. 14) to be nonnegative yields
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(4. 14
cont)

s.a. > 0 1. = 1, 2, 3, 4 (4. 15)
1=
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where the underscored subscript suspends the summation convention.

Through (2. 34) the next two terms can be related to the magnetic and

electric energies stored in the medium. Assuming no external elec-

tromagnetic sources to be present the electromagnetic energy stored

within the medium must be dissipating so that

which implies thats, (4. 17)
1a

+as
2 1 2

< 0
=

s3a4 + a4s3 0.

The next four terms in (4.14) are nonnegative for all independent

1 2 1 2
e k) 0, ( k °

processes if and only if they vanish, that is, we must have

sicx3 + als3 = 0, s2a3 + cx2s3 = 0,

s1a4 + a1s4 = 0, s2a4 + a2s4 = 0.

(4.16)

(4. 18)

In view of (4.15) we find that (4.18) can be satisfied only if one of the

following pairs of relations holds true:

al= 0 =s1 s3 = 0 = a3

or (4. 19)
oe2 = 0 = s2 s4 = 0 = a4

In classical electromagnetic theory Jc is proportional to E. while



neighborhood about

of attenuating neighborhoods. Also, within a small neighborhood the

continuity of 0t7 requires that og, offt > 0 so that (4.20) will be
=

nonnegative if

3a + a3 s3i > 0.
3 =

For such a term as

V-cr
(s33 sl)k,Cf017`dv(xt)

4 4 k

and ignore terms of 0(11x1-xil2

since a3 and s both satisfy the axiom
3

or higher. Furthermore, it is
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E and oef are related to each other in a linear fashion also.

Hence we require the first pair of relations in (4.19) to hold true, thus

dropping the local dependency of Jc and a, on e and 6 .

To analyze the integral terms we need only appeal to the con-

tinuity of the electromagnetic quantities and the axiom of attenuating

neighborhoods. For example, examining

51v...cr(s3at+a st)& oUldv(xl) (4.20)
3 3 k k

we see that the main contribution to the integral will arise in a small

(4. 21)

(4.22)

we expand Cr. into a Taylor series

'Oer = + 113si-x11. 0(Il xi-42) (4. 23)
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physically reasonable to assume for a wide class of materials that the

gradients of material rates of fields such as ce are small enough to

permit the neglect of their products with II x 1- x II in comparison

with . Thus, using this assumption we have

(11x1 .b ). « = (10-2)< o (4.24)

which implies, using the above argument, that (4.22) will be nonnega-

tive if

I

s3 ar +a3 s4 4 =

Applying similar analyses to all of the integral terms, except for the

last term, and collecting all of the results yields that

s3 + a3s' > 0, s4 + a4s' > 0,
3 3 = 4 4 =

(4. 26)

s3 + a3s' < 0, s4
+ a4s' < 0,

4 4 = 3 3 =

and

s3a + a3 4
s' = 0, s

a1
+

a4 s1 = 0,
1 1

s3 al +
a3 sl = 0, s4al + a4 s' = 0,

2 2 2 2

s3
a' +

a3 s' = 0, s4al + a4s' = 0.
5 5 5 5

Since s3, a3, s4, and a4 cannot be zero we have that

(4. 25)

(4. 27)

(4. 28)



s;(6 )z-k(odv(3L.) .51

v _0- v _0-

-1
V-cr V-crs3"--

1

0', 112,c,i-x11)a(1:'

X 0k (yl)dv(xl)dv(y').

s° > 0,3 3 =

Again, using the continuity of the electromagnetic variables and the

fact that s,' and a! obey the law of attenuating neighborhoods, we

have

s4 a4
' > 0

Sk = P [s3 pk+s4,,Cik+ (s;./frk1+s 14,bkI )dv(2.s.')
V -IT
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and hence the dependency on the magnetic field is dropped altogether,

as well as the dependency on the nonlocal mechanical term in

the linear constitutive theory. Finally, to evaluate the last term

involving the iterated integral in (4.14) each term in the expression

is written in an equivalent double integral, e.g. ,

, - 1,0
MY'-x11).0k()dv(y1)

(4.29)

(4.30)
s' crt + crIsl < 0.3 4 3 4 =

Thus, summarizing our results the linear constitutive equations for

E and Jc are given by

(4.31)



subject to

s3 a3
> 0,
=

Jc =a3 ej:)' + a4 k
96- +S (a' r+a )dv(xl) (4. 32)

k k 3 k 4 k
V-o-

s4 a4
> 0, s' > 0.4 4 =

5. Field Equations and Boundary Conditions

The field equations for nonlocal electromagnetic fluids consist

of the equation of continuity (11.3.27)1, the equations describing the

motion of the media as derived using the relations for tki, k
found

in (3. 8) in (II. 3.28)1, and the electromagnetic equations derived from

(II. 3.31-3. 34)i.

To generate the equation of motion we must compute the stress

divergence,
k

using (3. 8) and substitute the resulting expres-

sion into the balance of linear momentum equation (II. 3.28)1. To this

end, from (3.8) we have

t
, k

- TT h X. d
,

- +
1 M v kk, + ZVdkk + Mtk/ ,k

"

(5. 1)

( o- ' +X' d' +211' d' )dv(xl)
v, I kk v, k k/

V-o-

Using (3.21) and (4.31) in (2.35) we find that
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where

yields

41.1), k+s4( bbk 41) ,k+(r k 6/), k + Tk/ , k

(s' 0-1 +s' 1)-1 )dv(x
3 k 4 k --

V -cr

+ j2 (s ji +s khk' )dv(x_.!)
V -o-

+61,k,c rkdv(xl) + e rkdv(x
k,

-o- V -o-

Tid = E6)+k(VXE)/- Ek(vx-F-01]

rk = b1 ek + bz tek 4- b3 oCTic + be8rk (5.3)

r' =13' (8. + 131 +131(til + bib' +13'p
k lk 2k3k 4k 5k

Since ir1, X', s, s, b, 1321, b3'
v v 3 4

we may write

no_, aa,
I = X = -= _ _ _0-
, axi

(5. 4)
_ -ss3,/ 3,/

etc. Using (5. 4) in (5. 1) and (5. 2) and substituting (5.2) into (5. 1)
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(5. 2)

, and b are functions of
5



tic/ , k
= Tr + X dv kk, +

211vdid k

PEs3 (1;151 k s4(Q6rk "'ir. ) k+(rk181), k+TId,ki

+S [X' d +2p. d
v kk, -CT v ki, I 3 k, k 4 k, kPEZ (s' ctr ,+s I)

V-cr (5.5)
+ trl,k(s+sliobk1)+ ] dv(?L')

S -o-
6k

+X.'
cirrl

8 +211 d'
v v

V

P(Z1s; otk+Dizs'4,,,ak'+ 6,e r;c.) kdv(2D

Applying the generalized Green-Gauss theorem to the last integral in

(5. 5) we may write this term as

- s' dak (x_!) +S Is' Idak (?c.:)ki
S-o-

where

s' crib +XINT+ 11' (v +v )v r, r k v k,
(5. 7)

P( s3 + s4tbk 6i r )

It is worthwhile noting that the surface effects, including surface

tension, surface viscosities, and surface energies are included in

(5. 6), [35]. Recalling that = 0 in (II. 3.271) and substituting (5. 5)

into (II. 3. 28)yields the equations of motion for nonlocal electro-
1

magnetic fluids:
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- (Tr+ h) +(X +p. )v +p. vM v v k, ki v 1 , kk

P[s3(`LIke'eji), k+s4(hkca.12), k+(rk 8,f ), k+Tki,

+S HvH-LIv)vki, kik' P ['Cl/ (s°°-k, kl+84bk, k') (5.9)
V

, krk'11 dv(xl)(stZt+s4'ii-ki )1- SiJk 3 k

s'
dak

(xl) +S Is' ikds (xl) + p(fk-Nrk-g )
ki = 0.

S-cr cr

To derive the electromagnetic field equations we must utilize

the constitutive relations between (W, 6 ) and ( E , ). From

(3.21) and (4.31) we have

Ip [ble r rI dv(x )1
V

(5.10)

where

and r is given by (5.3)3.

+ (pv ) = 0at k k

0t. +
s4

j:)" + p tclv(01
-0-

= b03 + b + b
4

= s;otrI +
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Substituting (5.10)2 and (II. 3. 33), into the curl of (II. 3. 31)1 and

using the fact that

xvxA V(v-A) - VZA (5. 12)

for any vector A, the resulting expression may be written as

2
2 z a eb- 54 1v08- - a 1-- V(q+4) + V x V xoa + Vx(LI - V x

at 53 s3 pcs3
3

pcs

+ vxVx.51 pldv(xl)1

ps3 V-0-

where we have written q defined in (IL 3.17) as

and az = 1/(pc)2b1s3. Similarly, substituting (5.10) and (11. 3. 34)
1 1

into the curl of (II. 3. 32)1 and using (5, 12) yields

2 2 az if,u A 1 1 1
v -a

z
= Vm +

-0)1vxvxfat
- vx15 -

,,
pcbi pcb1

1- vxpcbi

2- ca a
x 1.-+V x L.,tdvoL)_cat V-cr

-
1

+ vx vx.c (5.14)
pbi

V -cr

_

+
ca -a

2 a
T [ps4v x0,6- +v x .11 p'dv(x1)+ 1 -

1 A

v-0 _

(5. 13)
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Along with equations (5.8) and (5.9), equations (5.13) and (5.14) yield

the field equations for nonlocal electromagnetic fluids.

The boundary conditions may be obtained by setting IP = 0 in

(11. 3. 27)2 and using (II. 3.31)2 through (11.3.35)2. Thus, on the mov-

ing surface of discontinuity, cr we require the following jump con-

ditions:

lp(v-u)1n = 0 [E-f- u x n =

1 A
IH- u xD+1-11 x n = 0 [D+Bbn = 0

c

A[B+Bin = 0 = 0.

We note that if all of the electromagnetic terms and nonlocal

terms are set to zero (5.9) is nothing more than the classical

Navier -Stokes equations. Furthermore, we obtain the classical

Maxwell's equations for free space, in the rest frame, from (5.13)

and (5.14) by setting all of the nonlocal terms to zero and using the

classical constitutive relations for (H, B) and (E, D).

(5.15)



IV. THEORY OF NONLOCAL POLAR
ELECTROMAGNETIC FLUIDS

1. Pr eliminary Remarks

We now develop a general theory of nonlocal polar electromag-

netic fluids The rnicropolar structure we introduce here iS a special

case of the micrornorphic theory introduced by Eringen [371. In the

micromorphic theory, the body is envisioned as composed of a large

collection of small elements known as microvolume elements. Each

rnicrovolume element is thought of as an aggregate of a large number

of molecules and atoms, which is considered as a continuum, yet

small enough to incorporate the effects of local substructures within

the material. These microvolume elements can undergo deformation

and rotational motions independent of the motions of the body as a

whole. Thus they can support such effects as couple stress, body

couples, and spin-inertia. This theory is, however, mathematically

complicated for purposes of applications to most physical problems.

Consequently, Eringen [38] introduced the rnicropolar theory as a

special case of the micromorphic theory. The rnicropolar theory thus

constructed is found to govern the behavior of a large class of real

materials such as liquid crystals, animal blood, colloidal suspensions,

polymeric fluid additives, fibrous and granular media, solid rocket

propellents, fats, emulsions, and gels, which are all constituted by
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bar-like elements or dumbbell shaped molecules. In such media the

aggregates can only support microrotations along with couple stress,

body couples, and spin-inertia.

We first describe the motion of a micropolar (orientable)

medium and then state the global balance laws governing a nonlocal

orientable electromagnetic fluid. From the nonlocal global balance

laws the localized balance laws and a generalized Clausius-Duhem

inequality are then developed.

Based on our previous work in Chapter III and that of Eringen

[37] a suitable formulation of the constitution of nonlocal polar electro-

magnetic fluids is derived. Next, the thermodynamic admissibility

of these constitutive equations are investigated.

2. Motion and Balance Laws

In a micropolar continuum we assume that each point of the

material body can rotate independently of the motion of the body, as

given by (11. 2. 1). The rotation of the particle, which may be called

the micromotion, is described by

where

<=> = x (X, t)
k kK K

and are, respectively, the position vectors of the

(2. 1)

centers of mass of a microvolume element before and after deforma-

tion. The microm.otion defined by (2.1) possesses a unique inverse



denoted by

as well as continuous first-order partial derivatives at all points of

the body.

Using (II. 2. 1-2.3) tlw motion and micromotion of the body may

be expressed, respectively, as

XkKXI

xk = xk t)

= XkK1'

where

det xk, > 0 -1,

for all material points X of the body and for all time t. Cons e-

quently,

xk, KXK, 1 - K, kxk, L 15KL
(2. 5)

= 5 X.R LX1

Using (2.6) we can solve (2.3) for
K

yielding

6
KL
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(2. 2)

(2. 3)

(2. 4)

(2. 6)

(2. 7)



further use:

1
V = -e V, v = -e
k 2 Mtn im Id Idm m

where eldm is the permutation tensor defined in II. 3.

Since each point of a micropolar body is envisioned as a rigid

particle we ascribe to X a material inertia tensor JKL(29,

which is symmetric and positive definite. We denote the dual of J
K L

at x as (x, t) and introduce the following relationship
forId

(2.11)
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To find the local angular velocity vector v of the rotating triad

formed by the three vectors
XkK-g-k'

where g , k = 1, 2, 3

define the basis vectors of the space, we differentiate (2.3)1 with

respect to time (with X and :7:4 fixed), that is,

=
(2. 8)

Substituting (2.7) into 2.8) yields

= v (2.9)
k ki

where Vkj is the skew-symmetric gyration tensor defined by

vk (x, t) KX1K = -v .
Id k

(2. 10)

The local angular velocity vector
vk is given by



inertia tensor.

The balance laws for micropolar materials are given by

Eringen [35]:

Conservation of Mass

pdv 0
Dipt

V -o-

Conservation of Microinertia:

Pi X X dv = 0
Dpt

V -o-

Balance of Linear Momentum:

D
p(v+g)dv t da pfdv = 0Dt

Balance of Moment of Momentum:

1,
.= Jrnmgld

where
gla

is the euclidean metric tensor and i

[pp x (v+g)+po]cly
V -cr S-0-

(p xtk+mk)dak

(pp xf+pi )dv = 0
V -o-
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(2.12)

is called the micro-

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)



Conservation of Energy:

121 ,

1)Dt
Os+ v v)dv

2
V-cr

(t v-[q . v)dakk
S -Cr
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(2. 17)

p(f.v+h-fi.v)dv 0

V -cr

where

E spin,inertia tensor

E total body couple density

m E total body couple stress tensor,

and where the remaining symbols have their usual meanings intro-

duced in II. 3, and we have used the following relations

x x G = v (2.18)kKK k Id I

K being the basis vectors in the undeformed space. Since the

electromagnetic laws are the same as in (II. 3. 1-3. 5) we do not repeat

them here.

The most striking feature of the balance laws is the appearance

of a new conservation law for the micromoment of inertia (2.14) which

deals solely with the micromotion of the material points. Due to the

micropolar nature of the body, couple stresses and body couples aris-

ing from both mechanical and electromagnetic sources are included in

the balance laws. Such terms allow surface couples and spin



IP (vk-uk)--kink =

Conservation of Microinertia:
A.

P(ild +ekrmlirrijri+e v j ) +l rrn rnrk = Pike

A
-P(v_e )(vk-uk)+fki ln = 0, on 0-

in V-
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interactions to be taken into account.

To localize these laws one first applies the localization to an

infinitesimal tetrahedron three of whose surfaces are taken as coordi-

nate surfaces and whose fourth face coincides with S, (cf. Eringen

[35]). For (2.15) and (2.16) this yieldstg m (2.19)
nk---1 k 12--iknk ink/ nk5-1

Carrying out the localization as described in Chapter II we find the

localized balance laws for nonlocal orientable electromagnetic mate-

rials to be given by:

Conservation of Mass:

8t + (pvk), k
in V

(2.20)

(2.22)

(vr -ur )14r id inr = 0, on 0-

(2.21)

Balance of Linear Momentum:

tki k
+ p (fi -ke) = (1.3(v11-g I) p'fe , in V -cr.



Balance of Moment of Momentum:

+ p(lkk)ekmnpm, it in- pekmnvmgn + In/ k, I
A A

=pe p f + perkk , in V -o-kran m n
(2.23)

[Pei mnpm[tkn-(vn+gn)(vk-uk)]+po-i (vk-uk) +Ice Ink

=0, on 0-

Conservation of Energy:

- pikvk - tke (vi k+v.
kit

) a
k Ph - kI 111 , k

= pf; pvki'k P 1(E+ -v2- )
vic-k" vkvi PC\ek-eki 2mPim)vk

in V -cr (2.24)

1 2 1It v +q -p(E+"--V V V )(V -U )+M V Inkf k 2 2 im m k k k k

=0, on cr

A
where we have introduced a new localization residual j for the

A

microinertia and corresponding surface residual Jrki . As with all

localization residuals we require that

pik dv = 0, sriddar = 0. (2.25)
V -cr S-cr

The localized electromagnetic laws (11.3.31-3.35) as well as the

entropy inequality (11. 4. 1) remain the same. Upon eliminating

between (II. 4.2) and (2.24) and upon using (II. 4. 6), we obtain the
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following generalized Clausius-Duhem inequality:

(4;44/kgk+on) +ET tk_(v1, k ki . ki 1,k+v ) m v

1 E
(tp-21

v2) + E.kI p D 0 k- -vk-r k k
(2.26)

a tin n

drk- +e 4-2 0 J1c1 vk -

> 01 in V

which we posit to be valid for all possible independent motions of the

body.

Having generated the localized balance laws for nonlocal polar

electromagnetic materials we now develop the general constitutive

theory for nonlocal polar electromagnetic fluids.

3. Constitutive Theory

An appropriate cause set for the constitution of nonlocal polar

electromagnetic fluids can be formulated with the use of the constitu-

tive set of variables developed by Eringen [35], for n.onlocal polar

fluids'. Motivated by these results we first define two ordered sets

analogous to 9' and introduced in Chapter III:
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able s,

F = (xl), hk/ (x'), pk(x.),

(2(J, t), t),

F = {dm jki, bke , akim, sk,

where

v.
ki

1

hk1

a = v' -vIdm ki ,rn kf,m

vakim Id,m

and for brevity we have used jk' a j t) etc. We

define our class of nonlocal polar electromagnetic fluids by the con-

stitutive equations of the form:

= F) (3. 3)

with the other response functions t, m, q ri, E, E and Jc

haying similar forms as (3.3).

According to the axiom of objectivity all of the arguments

appearing in (3. 1) must be objective under the rigid motions defined by

the Galilean type transformations in (111.2.9). The fact that all the

constitutive variables appearing in (3. 1) are objective can be estab-

lished by the procedure shown below for the case of one of the vari-

p = v' - v
ld Id Id

b = v v
, k
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(3. 2)



The second rank tensor V is objective if
kJ

v+=Q Qv .

Id km n mn

Since it is assumed that

XkK = QkI X

under (II. 2. 9), upon using (2. 10)1 and the above we have

v+=0QXId km mK nK

= 0kmQinmKXnK

=Q Qvkm In mn

and hence VkI is objective. The objectivity of the remaining

quantities in (3.1) follow similarly.

To investigate the consequences of the thermodynamic admis-

sibility we assume that all of the constitutive variables are continu-

ously differentiable with respect to all their arguments and all of the

nonlocal variables in F' belong to a Hilbert space defined analogous

to (III. 2.17 ). Calculating LTJ from (3. 3) yields
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and

kti

ad
x).

d + a`P + aqj + aLP

llc./

aj ki
abk,e

m a ek 11.)k
Bak

kIna

aqi 06.+ 0.6 a a 4, 6

a 6f3kk oCrkk B k
a p-1 a e

(3. 6)

F' F; X)r-1(2)+. .+ Eia6kp

1 (F',F;X)ala (X)] dv(X)
v -CT [ or- kern

X)i's (X)+...+ (FT, F;)Hk(X)]dv(X).k
oftk-cr[61-k

Using the facts that [35]

) v j j
Dt kr r/ r rk

8i aLp

kl ajk k r kr

and substituting these, along with (III. 2.26), (III. 2.27), (II. 3. 10)3,

and (II. 3. 37), into (3. 6) and then substituting the result into the

entropy inequality (2.26) yields
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(3. 8)



where

0 0 A

- en+ --")8 + -f - (q+)+S NT'0 aee [
kp k 613 k, 1

_ r;--c eldm(EmI Hm)ivk

+ -0'

P I
a C 64i

e I ab
5pkf

1 Id

8 4i
6 D - B

1d ( a p- 1 mm mm

(
atp sqi .1'

+ )_ -
2 adki ad/k ONId Pk/ -

[ 84, akp

trk-Piri ajkl ajik shld 6h6
v
kr

{ a 54,

aakim j 6akirn

Vk-,

v v +o(v2/c2) > o,OD 2 0 k
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0 I a
tak

-
51-k

p rrk ` -)k 0 a cz,k bIlk
p( a4) - k cbk

I 84) 1 1 h

_El a * 8* 1 _ P _ 6!1' )0,5- +1 rn v
0 a

dyk
j 511k I k 0 Id /, k

k a 6k 51-k I k

1 )2- e +e
1 Af

p ) a
Jkk

$1. lAD )+ (71 Ek(Jk- 9.ok 20nkrnnimmikr 0 kk

in V-cr

6qi

or -1- k

(3. 9)



= 51-1-1+I

D
Or

+ [v ( )+ 1 1 + 1 +

- 1 P vk, k
SPk

12 , k xi -x vi, kvi vkki vk,
V -o-

8q) 6LPsq, + 1541
)1.) 3 + v ' (3.10)

Ohik kr ri sp kJ
Oak/ m kJ, mOh Oh

611, 64, 64i 614J
+ 4-2 + ,r, + pi, 4.

ork srk '43 k
61Ik

"k alk °Cr

and where for brevity we have written

SIL
V -or

Op
(F )0(3

k
(X)dv(X), etc. (3.11)

Elf3
k

Ignoring the terms of 0(v2/c2) the inequality (3.9) is linear

in 6' Vk V1,vk, ek' cbk' and If Pq,

Af A A
Jk, b, h, s, and j are independent of these linearly independent

quantities then (3.9) cannot be maintained for all possible variations

of these quantities unless

Ti = - [ 66pLIc vk' 113 Ek(q-1-(i) e (E1.-1 H
ao ' k pc kiln m m

4dvl,
1 all,

+
aqi

64' dv. +S 6LIJdvlgk ap z 8d ad
V -cr k k V -o- Yki V-a- opki
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64, aLp

8bki V -o- 5(3k.e

dv , dyl
aak.2 m V -Cr Elakim

(3. 12)



r34, p 4 dvI
a v_o-k)

aqia LP ArLdv? ,
a - d v

a
k V -o- k V,Cr 61Ik

and

where

-6--L 'aa
11,

oty-k 811k (3.12
cant)

1, 1 1 , , 1
v + -cr

0 Dt 1 , k 0 ki 1 , k +
0 k/ kl

V
k 0k(Jk_g-o )

1
i

A 1
A f

e (f\ +e p f )v + ( ) - -a lAa2 0 nik n nprrp 0 k k kk OD

0 in V -o-
0 2 0 k =

Dtic/ = tkJ Mtic./ +Id (Tr+crl +Mh) (3.14)

a Lp a LIJ ,

Tr -Pi . + . )km aiml ajlm

= -Pikmtr + )dvi
61151j

V -o- m/ 1 m

and mtkl , mh, Tr, and cri are given by (111. 2.33), (III. 2.34), and

(III. 3. 9) respectively. Thus we have proved:

Theorem. The constitutive equations of nonlocal polar electro-

magnetic fluids are thermodynamically admissible if and only if (3. 12)

and (3. 13) are satisfied.
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At this stage, since it is not our main goal to pursue this theory

any further, we will simply indicate the lines along which further

progress could be made. In order to utilize the theory developed here

for practical applications it is necessary to obtain a constitutively

linear theory and an appropriate thermodynamical theory. This can

be accomplished by following procedures identical to those already

developed by us in Chapter III, Sections 3 and 4.



V. DISPERSION OF SURFACE WAVES IN
A DIELECTRIC FLUID

1. Preliminary Remarks

As we pointed out in Chapter I, since the nonlocal continuum

theories are of relatively recent origin, it is to be expected that very

little work exists in this area. In this chapter we employ the theory

developed in Chapter III to study the dispersive character of electro-

mechanical surface waves propagating in a dielectric fluid. Due to the

lack of experimental work at present, especially for fluids, our

results must await experimental verification. Aside from the

theoretical importance of the dispersion relation developed here, we

hope our investigation will stimulate intense experimental work in this

area.

Due to the electromagnetic constitution of the material, a dis-

turbance propagating through the medium can invoke responses which

are electromechanical in nature. Thus, in general, the surface wave

propagating in such a dielectric medium is composed of disturbances

arising from the interactions between electromagnetic and mechanical

constituents of the medium. However, the linear theory developed

here leads to the decoupling of the electromechanical surface waves

into two independent surface phenomena: one being purely mechanical

in nature (the Rayleigh type wave), the other being electromagnetic in
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nature (the Zenneck type wave). Hence, these two disturbances may

be studied separately.

The analysis of the Rayleigh type wave yields a dispersion rela-

tion which takes into account the viscous effects of the fluid as well as

the nonlocal influences. Since the classical work in this field is

restricted to simply an Hinviscid" fluid, (cf. Whitham [73]), our

theoretical results obtained here cannot be compared with the classi-

cal results. However, in order to gain some insight into the quantita-

tive nature of the nonlocal influences and also demonstrate the power

of the nonlocal theory for fluids developed here, we fix our attention

on some common fluids such as lubricating oils. Since these media

are viscoelastic in nature, at least to some extent their solid charac-

teristics will be comparable to those for which lattice dynamical

results are available.

The corresponding problem for the electromagnetic disturbance

is, unlike its mechanical counterpart, unmanageable from a mathe-

matical point of view and hence the dispersion relation incorporating

the nonlocal effects is not specifically obtained. It is found that in the

classical context, that is, when we ignore the nonlocal effects no dis-

person relation can be derived, as is to be expected.

2. As sumptions

Before formulating the problem we wish to specialize the field

equations for deformable bodies with electromagnetic constitution



1M = P x v,
c

iii) Nonrelativistic Assumption

(2.3)

The nonconducting assumption states that there can be no current

flow in a dielectric medium. For this to be true we should have no

free charges, consequently we take q = 0 and thus, through

A(II . 3 . 35)1 we also have 0- = 0. For nonconduction at all parts of the

body the localization residuals, 9- = 0 and 0.

The dielectric assumption states that the dielectric material has no

magnetic moment when viewed in the rest frame. Thus, the magnetic

pole strength induced on a material point by all of the other material
Apoints is zero. Hence, we take m = 0, which through (II. 3.40) and

A

(H.3.36)3 implies that b = 0.
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given in Chapter III. We shall accomplish this through certain

assumptions imposed on an incompressible, homogeneous, isotropic,

dielectric material and by linearizing the resultant field equations.

We shall restrict our considerations to the case of dielectric,

nonconducting materials and the situation where v2 /c2 << 1. We

shall therefore assume [45]:

Nonconducting Assumption

(2.1)

Dielectric Assumption

g = O.

(2. 2)



The nonrelativistic assumption follows from the fact that the

total energy-momentum tensor is symmetric, from which one can

deduce the equivalence of momentum flow and energy flux given by

Truesdell and Toupin [71];

otv 2
(e -c )

g - + P 2 -\L'

where e represents the internal energy density. Since we have

assumed the heat conduction Q = 0 and in view of the Lorentz

approximation v2
2

<< 1, which leads to (cf. Grot [45]),

2 1 /2 2 , 2 , 2(tr t ) < pc , 1p(e-c )1 < pc (2.5)

assumption (iii) follows.

In classical electromagnetic theory the constitutive relations for

a linear, homogeneous, isotropic medium are given by

D = cE
(2. 6)

where c and p. are, respectively, the electric permittivity and

magnetic permeability of the medium. Following along these lines we

shall simplify our constitutive relations given in (III.3. 2 1) and

(III. 4. 3 1) to
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(2. 4)



where

172k, k °

tkf, k
= pu
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(2. 7)

$1- = + 11* 'dv

so that the classical theory is included as a special case of our non-

local theory.

The linearization of the field equations, as we have already

pointed out, results in the decoupling of the electromechanical fluid

equations into two systems, one governing a purely mechanical dis-

turbance and the other a purely electromagnetic wave propagation.

Furthermore, since we are studying wave phenomena it is customary

to consider the displacement vector u (6. = v), as opposed to the

velocity vector Using thethe conservation of mass (H.3.27)1, the

balance of linear momentum, and the expression for the stress

8), the linearized field equations in the absence of all body

forces may be written as

(2. 8)

(2. 9)



=,r)8k.e tavCik,1-Fil1,k)

(2.10)

f '+x.'171.' )8 +'(' )1dv(xl)v r, r Id v k, 1,kV-0-

and Ski Kronecker delta, p = total pressure, Xv E dilatational

viscosity,'-
y E shear viscosity, and 0-', X', and II' are nonlocal

material moduli which depend on II for a homogeneous fluid

and obey the aNiotn of atten4ating neighborhoods. Furthermore, since

we have linearized our field equations

au, (x, t) au (xi, t)
= =- at 1- at

Linearizing (111.5. 13) and (III. 5.14) and using the aforementioned

assumptions the electromagnetic field equations become

- ce215 =s el DI dv(x')
El11

D'dv(xl)
, k

V-a- V-o-
(2.11)

- caekimS, Bm dv(xl)

a

V-o-

2B (x') - p,xBk,11 k , ik dv ' dv(l)
V-a-

(2. 12)

+ c e Er D° dv(x1)rn m-a-
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etc.



where

2, 2tc , E c*, = (2.13)

and ek m is the permutation tensor.

3. Formulation of the Problem

We shall consider a dielectric fluid in a half-space given in

rectangular coordinates x1, x2, x3 (or simply k 1, 2, 3 ). The

half-space occupies the region
x1

> 0,
x2

> 0 with the free surface
= =

x2
= 0 being the plane of propagation of the surface waves. We

assume that the surface disturbance is set into motion along the line

x1
= 0 =

x2 at time t = 0. The resulting mechanical and electro-

magnetic waves have the property of losing their energy in an

exponential fashion as they penetrate the medium (x2 > 0). As in the

classical treatment the problem (for the Rayleigh wave) will be con-

sidered as a two dimensional problem in the domain
X1

E (0,
00),

x2
E (0, (*), everything being uniform in the

x3
-direction. As for the

Zenneck wave, only three components are necessary to describe its

propagation, (cf. Barlow and Brown [3]), namely D1, D2, and B3.

The field equations for the Rayleigh type waves thus take the

form:
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al, 1
+

6.2, 2
= 0

t11,1 + t21, Z - pd1 = 0

t12, 1
+ t22, 2 2

= 0

where

- p
, 1

+
1 V2,2

t = t =11 +1.J.
12 21 v 1,2 v 2,1

(3.2)

+ (11 )dx° dx
0

°

s co

sco0
v 1, 2 v 2, 1 1 2

t22 = -1D + (Xv+21-1. v)t12,
Z + kv61, 1

co sox)

+ kr-°+(kl+21.1 )1:1.1 +X.°1dx° dx°
v v 2, 2 v 1, 1 1 2

0 0

Since all tractions at the free surface,
x2 = 0, must vanish the

boundary conditions for the Rayleigh type waves take the form:

t22 = 0 = t21 at x2
= 0

(3.3)

uk 0 as x2 00.

The field equations for the Zenneck type waves may be written as

°+()\. +2y. )1:11 +X° U.° idxIdx°
V v 1,1 v 2, 2 1 2
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(3.1)



oo

D +D
1, 11 1,22 a- 2I3

1
(c' -ct DI)dxIdx'

o
, 12 2 , 22 1 1 2

2ca

D2, 11 2, 22
a236

0 -0

ca2
0

213; dxj.'dx'2

(E' -El )dx'
, 12 1 11 2 1 2

B3, 11
+ B3, 22 - a2E3 = S°0 +11 )13' dx dx1, 11 , 22 3 1 2

0 0

oo

(et
1 D'+e)Z 151)dxtdx1

, 2 , 1 1 2
0
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(3. 4)

Again, since all surface tractions must vanish at the free surface and

since the dielectric medium is nonconducting, the boundary conditions

for the electromagnetic waves are

8B
3

D1 = D at x
2

= 0 =
a 2

= 0
x2

(3. 5)

Di
= Dz = 0 = B3 as x2.

2



4. Dispersion of Rayleigh Type Waves

We consider a solution field satisfying (3.1) through (3.3) in the

form of a double Fourier integral:

uk(xi, t) = Trr

1

P('1' x2' t)

Substituting (4.1) into (3.1) yields

while using (4. 1) in (3.2) gives

f11 = + (4(kvv v
)a.11 icoXla21,2

f5( ,x2,w)e
( xl+cot)

i:12, 2=

°j1-11+1-21, 2 +2"Ti =1
2++

p-ti2
0,22, 2

[5--16( )8(c4.))-(4( .-1 +2-p. ' ]ci
V 1 v 2, 2

, co

12 -v , 2 -
1J.v1-12

+ - i(rit 2- )dxv 1, - v 2 2
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(4. 1)

(4. 2)

_oo

(4.3)



1.22 = -13 - ico(Xv+2p,vWI2,
2 - c4Xv

00

+s [`5( )8(co)+(X1+217:)(-icuti'
V v 2,2 v 1

2- co(X. +X
+laria2, 2

+ pal= 0
v v 2,2 v v

where a superposed bar on letters indicates the Fourier transforma-

tion.

The nonlocal material moduli o', , and p. are expected

to change very sharply as we move from the surface, x2 = 0, to

within the medium. Since they obey the axiom of attenuating neighbor-

hoods they must die out quickly as - I ~ 00. We idealize this

situation mathematically by considering the behavior of these nonlocal

moduli to be 5-functions in the x2-variable, that is,

W'(, I x2-x I ) (T(t)8( I x2,-x2
)

:t(, I x
I ) )7v( )6(1 x2-x. I ) (4.4)

xz I ) = ilv( )6(1 x2-x I ).

Using (4.4) in (4.3) and substituting the result into (4. 2), the field

equations take the following form:

il +112, 2
= 0

+ ic42(X +211 +7. + )l - iw(4,vv)a-1, 22V v v v

(4.3
cont)
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(4. 5)



- c4(11 - (), +K)u - iwe(lav+lav)i--12, 2 v v 1,2 v v 1,2

ica(X +2p. +3.- +217. + (422 = 0vv V2, 22
where

P + cT()E1()öGJ)

Letting

(4. 5) may be written as

t-1Z, 2 =
(4. 8)

2 k
+ h - 22 - - 2)13.2, 2 - 2 + co2pkiii = 0

k 1 ; k 2

kP, 2 - (451, 2 - -`.711.11

4_

;,2 -2 - `42, 22 + Pic-a2 = 0.

Since Rayleigh waves decay exponentially as they penetrate the medium

we have

-ax2
tik(, x2) = Uk(Oe

(4. 9)

-ax2
P(g, xa) P( )e

where Re(a) > 0. Substituting (4. 9) into (4. 8) yields the following

homogeneous system of linear equations:

1
k _ ,

+11
V

1h - +2p. +X +2u.
v vv v
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(4.5
cont)

(4. 6)

(4. 7)



where

-ig ipw
.Y2j = N31

3

Using (4. 12) the boundary conditions t22 = 0 = t21 can be

satisfied if and only if

u.)+
2-ikp

U12 = 0
al 11 a2

+ aU2

, k
40(13- Liw(a2h ),kw2,1 + -1)U2 =h

, k-akP + ac4(k
-1)U1

Liw(2 2 )-kpwjU2 = 0

which has nontrivial solutions if and only if

2 t2 2
al = ikpw.

Thus we may write the general solution of (4. 10) in the form:

x -a2xe 1U11 + e 2U121

U2 = N2le U-alx2 + N -a2x2U1211 22e

-a x
j = Nme 1

2u11
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(4. 10)

(4. 11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(22-ikwp)U11 +2U12 = 0
(4. 14)



which has nontrivial solutions if and only if the following frequency

equation is satisfied:

32 1 1

- 4-2;Y - 176

where

- .----ickyk

cR = K(

The solutions of (4.15) yield two roots that are physically tenable.

The resulting possible dispersion curves may therefore be written as

where k z Re(,) and K takes on one of the two values

K 1.017 or K = 4,433. (4.18)

We may write (4.17) as

171 (V
0-) vc = = K( )k(1+ ) (4.19)

1.1v

where c is the surface wave velocity for the nonlocal viscous fluid.

Letting

= K(1-1v )kZ(1+
[Iv(V

11,
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(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)



where cR is the classical Rayleigh type wave velocity, we may

write the dispersive relation in the form

= 1 + (4. 21)cRv
Using the dispersion relation from one-dimensional lattice dynamics

[29]:

C2 -1 ,2
---; Tr 2d3(X.+-2p.) k a(1-cos nirkl)

n
c

n=1

(4.22)

where d is the distance between atoms, X- and p. are material

coefficients, an is the force on a given atom (per unit volume of the
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matching c icR at the long wave limit (k' = 0) and at the end of

the Brillouin zone (k` = 1) we have:

atom) due to unit displacement of all atoms located at a distance

and k' is the reduced wave number defined by

nd,

k' Rd, -1 < k' < 1.
=

(4.23)

We may write (4.22) as

-1/2
2 )2(1-cos nirk') (4. 24)

cR An( irk
n=1

Considering only the two nearest neighbor interactions (N = 2), and



where cl = 1.88 for the case of two nearest neighbor interactions.

Using (4.19) and (4.20) yields

which explicitly brings out the frequency dependence on the wave

number k'.

Figure 1 illustrates the dispersion relationship developed here

applied to lubricating oil.

We wish to stress the point that the dispersion relation obtained

here can only be an approximation to the true dispersive character of a

fluid since we have used results from lattice dynamics to predict the

behavior of an essentially randomly oriented medium. However,

since the fluids we are considering here are viscoelastic in nature

they possess some solid-like characteristics, which justifies to a

significant extent the comparisons we have made here. Furthermore,

it is of interest to note that the phonon dispersion curves obtained by

Yarnell et al. [74] for various modes in the case of aluminum at

300°K bear a close resemblance to the dispersion curve obtained by us

here. It is hoped that such comparisons will stimulate further experi-

mental as well as theoretical work in the field.
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2 Trk° r cR, 2 1, 2
I

IT- 1sin (O
4

1/2
(4. 25)

cR cRk° [sin 2
cl"

wd = c
1

2 Trk' vsin (-2--)+1()
pc1Trd

-]sin2 (Trk')
]]

4

/2
(4.26)
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Figure 1. Dispersion curve for lubricating oil.
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5. Dispersion of Zenneck Type Waves

We again assume a solution field to (3.4) and (3.5) in the form

of a double Fourier integral:

1
+wt)

D (xi, x , t) = x co)e
k 2 ZIT k de,dw

1

_co _co

(5. 1)
00 00 +0.)t)

1

B3 (x1 , x2
,t) = x , w)e 1

27 3 2
_00 _00

Substituting (5. 1) into the field equations (3.4) yields

- f5' 15' )dx'
22 1 2

0

co

+ icwce2 S dx!
0 3 2

Si'( 2115' - 6'115° )dx'
, 2 2

0
(5. 2)

co

- icwa2Z dx, 3 2
0

(a2w22)3-3- +
3 3, 22 (ep.. )-St dx', 22 3 2

0

+ icwa2 S (- -2it 1:51)dx' .
2 , 1 2

0
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(a2(,)2

22

2)151

2

+1, 22
-.7.

(a co
)152

+ D2
22

=



where

-1
k E -1, = p. , m2 = cr2co2 -

El(, I ) E(05(1x2-xl)

=1--C()15(1x2-3(1).

Since the 8-function has compact support, upon using (5.3) in (5.2)

yields

(k+1)1,22 + m2 - b2
2

+ icwa2 k
13- = o3,2

2 2 2 k
i52,221 k,2 + (km. )b-2 - icuia B3,2 = 0

2 2 p.) , 0,2 1
(4a '2

2 + (1-C

-1)3, 22
(frn

3-1c(-A'a 1,2
_ c
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Assuming the nonlocal electromagnetic material moduli to vary

rapidly as we move into the media, x2 ° we idealize this change

mathematically by considering their behavior to be 8-functions in the

x2 -variable. Thus we have

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

Zenneck type waves die out exponentially as they penetrate the medium

so that

-yx2
k x2

) = d (Oe
k

(5.6)

-Yx2= b()e



where Re(y) > 0. Using (5. 6) in (5.4) yields the following linear,

homogeneous system:

[yz(k+1)+mzkidi + itydz iccoya2 b 0

d + [k(y2+m2)-ejd2 + iccoya213.-1 b = 0

k 2
icoxya2d1 - c(4a2d2+

2
+m2 )-2y +t jb = 0.

A nontrivial solution to (5. 7) occurs for values of 'y satisfying

(k+1)+m2k itY -icwya2

itY key2+m2)-2 i
2

cw-ya

2
iccoya2 -ca (y2+m2 )-v2+t2

Since (5.8) results in s, sixth degree algebraic equation one must

resort to numerical means for the determination of y. However, to

follow such a procedure the dependence of k and on must

be known. At present, due to the lack of experimental data the nature

of this dependence remains undetermined. Thus, we shall not pursue

the determination of y and hence the dispersion relation for the

Zenneck type waves will not be derived here.

It is important to note that if we ignore all of the nonlocal

effects, that is, examine the problem in the classical setting then no

dispersion relation can be obtained. In other words, the classical

112

(5. 7)

= 0 (5.8)



electromagnetic theory fails to predict any dispersive character in

the Zenneck type waves. The dispersive nature of these waves is

brought out only by the inclusion of the nonlocal effects.
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VI. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND SCOPE
OF FUTURE WORK

The work herein is the only theoretical development involving

electromagnetic interactions with viscous fluids which accounts for

nonlocal effects. With the growing importance and interest in electro-

magnetic phenomena and the encouraging success of the nonlocal

theory in predicting material responses not borne out by the classical

continuum theories the present theoretical results should prove

invaluable for further research in this area.

Subsequent work that is closely related to the theory we have

developed here, as well as the surface phenomena we have studied,

can take many forms. For example, the mathematical nature and

form of the localization residuals, both mechanical and electromag-

netic, is yet to be determined. Such a determination must necessarily

come about from experimental work as well as theoretical investiga-

tions. Also, the study of the propagation of the electromechanical

surface waves undertaken in Chapter V should be analyzed in a more

general sense. By this we mean the retention, of at least to some

measure, the nonlinear terms so that the decoupling effect of the sur-

face waves does not occur, and hence allowing one to study the elec-

tromechanical interactions and their subsequent dispersion. Because

of the incorporation of the electromagnetic constitution and the non-

local effects in our theory, other surface phenomena, such as the
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effects of electromagnetic fields on surface tension may be investi-

gated. Another problem of interest is the study of the effects of

external electromagnetic fields on such a medium as the one we have

characterized, e. g. nonlocal magnetohydrodynamics.

Other applications encompass such areas as ferromagnetism,

neurophysiological systems, high-current flow through conductors,

and energy conversion. Of particular interest would be the develop-

ment of the linear constitutive theory of the nonlocal polar electro-

magnetic materials developed in Chapter IV and its subsequent appli-

cation to derive both the acoustic and optic dispersion modes of

electromechanical surface waves.

As we have previously mentioned, the experimental work

designed to detect and measure nonlocal effects and hence determine

empirically the nonlocal material moduli is very scarce at this point

in time. The thermodynamic restrictions on these moduli, which we

developed in Chapter III, should prove invaluable to experimentalists

when interpreting the outcomes of such experiments. Furthermore,

such applications as those in Chapter V should encourage experimen-

talists to pursue the determination of the nonlocal material moduli

since only through nonlocal effects can many such phenomena be

successfully pr edicted.
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